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FORSiI'ARD
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interest in thE subject of this thesis d?tes back

ten years to the time when as a College and Theological
Seminary

Gr~duate

I began to make my firet visits to the

sick in the congreGation of which I had become pastor.

q,ues

tions began to present themselves becELuGe the averaGe sick
c~llinb

~BS

seemed so perfunctory.

greetings from the

churc~~L

I c811in3 just to bring

!:l,nd to shon my own interest?

If

I hR.d pr8.yer wi th th8person -Ji"ho was sick, whe.t t".nS1,":er should
I expect to my pr8yer?
im~)roYement

~ould

or should there be immedlGte

8.nd if not,. why not?

in the recovery?

'Sould prayer help at all

-'Jas prayer merely a sub j ectJ.ve spiritual

exercise and if so did it have value alike for functional
and organic sickness?
The search for an

cc~swer

to these c:uestions a.nd others

led to much study and 80me experimentation upon this whole
subject of religious healingo
e~~perimentation

The result of this study and

and of other study ITlFde meces sary to conform

to the narrower limits of thi s

thes~.

s :i. s shown i n the page s

thc?t follow.
The field we are here stUdying has had very little
develooment.

The ZmIT.anuel .,:ovement

~tself

is really

ne~,'.'.

Because of the newness of the movements studied and of the
very recent interest in the sUbj ect c,s a "'hole there are
cornparit~vely fe~ authoriti~s

to be 0uoted.

so1 4-1-1

Conseauently

they hp.ve been quoted of neceEsity more frequently G.nd
at

5re~t€r

dnne.

lon5th than

~ould othe~7ise.likely h~VE

been

:-:owever, proper credit h'-'s been given in the foot

notes for all such direct

quot~tions.

3-eorge P. Kehl

St. l\Iary s Ohio
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THE HISTORY AND METHOD OF THE D04ANUEL MOVEMENT AND OF ASSOCIATED GROUPS
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Definition and Background

We are in the midst of a wave of increasing interest in religious and
mental healing.

Almost every month brings a new book

on

theme. while sects and clinics and the

th~important

fo~s

fro~

some pUblisher

~ractice

of psychiatry are every year making moro prominent the

of various

~elation

of

body, mind and spirit in the healing of disease.
The

beg~nning

of this wave of interest is directly traceable to the

rise and growth of the Emmanuel movement, the first noticeable return among
modern Protestants to

th~

healing wor:k:s of Jesus.

The"Emmanuel Movement"

is a name first used by the leaders of the movement to describe certain
work done at Emmanuel Church, Baek Bay, Boston. from 1906 to 1929.

Th~

work still continues, but in 1929 it was separated entirely trom the church
and given a different name.

The method and aim of the work have been defin

ed thus by one of the leaders: nIt is to bring into effective cooperation the
physician, the psychologically trained clergy.::man, and the trained soeial
worker in the alleviation and arrest of c'ertain disorders of the nervous flys
tem whioh are now

gen~rally

regarded as

invol~ing

same weakness or defect of

charaoter or more or less complete mental disorders. n (1)
The beginning of the new centuT"j saw the rise of many new cults sueh as
Christian Science, New Thought, Unity and others whicll strove to find some
added power in prayer and emphasized strongly the conf'ident expeotation that
religious and spiritual states can affect health and that physioal blessings
will follow' spiritU8..1 exercises.
upon do,gmB.

(1)
Power

It was a reaetion from an over emphasis

and scientific materialism and rational oriticism.

mg
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Medicine as well as religion had been negligent. Psychiatry had re
caived a place in the curricula of leading American medical schools, but
it could hardly be said that American physicians in general favored, or
consc.iously used psychotherapy in any of its forms.
the value of a cheerful

en~ironment,

)(any doctors realized

or a fabricated description of the

potency of a harmless fluid, would have on their patients, but that was
nearly the whole story as far as psychotherapy in the United states was
concerned.
-II-

The Emmanuel Movement was founded and for many years waS dominated by
one man.

That man was the

Re~erend

Elwood woroester.

'nr. Woroester was born in Massilon, Ohio, in 1863.
cation was completed at

Columbi~

College and in Germany.

His academic edu

In the latter country

he was a student in the University of Leipzig, where he took a number of' eourses
under Wilhelm Wundt, "the father of experimental psychology," and fell under
the influenoe of Gustav Theodor Feohner.

He was given the degree ot Doctor of

Philosophy by that University.
Ob returning to the United States, he lectured on psychology and the his
tory of philosophy for six years (1810-1816) at Lehigh University, Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania,in the meantime being ordained to the priesthood of the Protest
ant Episcopal Church.

As he state,s in his autobiography, 'this

'WaS

a period

when he found that in his reading he was turning more and more to abnormal
psyohology. (1)

From 1896

1;0

1904 he was rector of St. Stephens Churoh,phlladelphia.

st. S. Weir Mitchell, eminent neurologist and author, was a member of this

(1) Woroester, E1woo~. "Lifes Adventures" Soribners, 1932, P. 136
(2) Ibid p.162 ff
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church, and this professional relationship whioh developed into a strong
personal

~riendship

greatly increased his interest in psyohology and its

application.
Dr. Worcester studied the New Testament and the works of higher crit
icism d'iligently and came to the following conclusion regarding the cha.r
acter of the work of the founder of Christianity:
The assumption of the role of healer by Jesus seems to have been de
termined partly by his love of

~~1nd

his own power to oontrol disease.
lieved in them fully.

and partly by his consciousness of

He understood his own resources and be

It is plain that he would not have devoted so much

time and strength to his healing ministry during his brief pUblic career
if he had not ascribed great importance to it.
Dr. Worcester believed that healing, the practical expression of
the Christian gospel of love,was

Christiani~J's

greatest appeal in the

early days of the church, and that the low estate of the church of the
twentieth century was due to its abandonment of this ministry of helpful
service to those who were ailing and to its

"lo~s

of faith in the reality

and power of the spirit." (1)
Members of new sects emphasiZing healing "went out fram these bodies,
(Orthodox churches)

beoa~se

they found they were deriVing little benefit

from them," these churches did little or nothing to give moral and spir
itual help to those who were ill or ailing in soul. (2)
Dr. Woroester believed the medical profession as well as the churches
was inadequate.

Most of the doctors had no proper appreciation of the

mental side of healing and eonaerned themselves too exclusively with the
physical side. (3)
(1) Worcester,
Power" New
(2) Worcester,
article or
(3) Ibid P 4

Elwood and Samuel McComb "The Christian Religion as a He~ling
York, Moffat, Yard and Co. 1909
P 2-3
Elwoodl "The Emmanuel }1ovement after Tweny Five Years," and
address in M.S. now in Dr. Worcester's possession P 4
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In 1905

~he

church

under~ook

a work whioh

forerunner of the Emmanuel Movement.
H.
8.

Pra~t

he

~he

summer of 1905 1 Dr. Joseph

of the Massaohusetts General Hospital laid before Dr.

scheme for

ton. (1)

In

~he trea~ment

of poor

Dr. Pratt needed funds.

es~imatedl

consump~ives

~his

in the

work and

of Bos

consump~ivesl

The rector agreed (2) to

i~ con~inued

to aid

un~ill

eighteen years later l the work was taken over by the state of
When the Commonweath did take charge of this work l it
that while "the physical equipment of the state we.s

be~ter

ours was good, 1t oould not command the obedienoe of its
and hope with which We inspired them.

Worces~er

~enements

The oare of twenty five

would cost about $1600 a year.

have the church aid in

fai~h

be the

~~s des~ined ~o

nearly

Mas8aohuse~ts.(3)

mUB~

be noted

than

ours l

patien~sl

~hoUgh

nor

~he

Its results never approaohed

ours, and in a few years the work was given up." (4)
The success of the
physioian and

minis~er,

~uberculosis

work showed Dr. Worcester

~hat ~he

properly trained in psyohotherapy, oould often

work together with excellent results.
-III-

About one year after Dr. Woroes,ter's arrival at Emmanuel Church, he
met and invited to join his staff a Presbyterian clergyman, SBJDUel MoComb.
Like Dr. Worcester, his

in~e:rest

in abnonnal psychology was profound. In

the yearbook of Emmanuel Parish published in 1915 (pp XIV-XV) Dr. Tforoester
pays him

~his

great oompliment, "Our dispositions and our general

vi~

of

religion and its applioation to human life were singularly har.monious, and
during all these years we have never had a serious differenoe even of opin
ion. • • • • •

I believe God sen~ him to me."

(1) woro.es~er and MoComb op ci~. p. 13
(2) Ibid pp l3~14
(3) Woroester "Life's Adventure" p. 283 ff.
(4) Ibid p.284
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Encouraged by the success of the tuberculosis class, Dr.

~orcester

and

Dr. McComb began to consider the desirability of forming a somewhat similar
class for the moral and psychological treatment of nervous and psychic dis
orders not amounting to insanity. Hut before taking action, they consulted
a number of physicians in cities even as far distant as Baltimore. It was
carefully explained that this class would be formed only if there were gen
eral approval on their part; and it was also

explai~ed

that the ministers

of Emmanuel Church had no desire of intruding themselves into the physicians'
functions, but merely desired to place themselves at the disposal of duly
quali£ied doctors of medicine and to cooperate

~~th

them.

The class was started by a series of four meetings in November, 1906,
on successive Sunday nights.

Audiences present were of moderate size,

At

the end of the fourth meeting it was announced that Dr. Woroester and Dr.
McComb and physicians would be in the parish rooms ready

t~

advise persons

who might wish to consult them in regard to moral problems or psychical
disorders. (1)
The next morning Dr. Worcester was shocked

v~th

surprise to find at

the church "one hundred and ninety eight men and women suffering from some
of the worst diseases known, to man, old chronic malad£es, rheumatism, paraly
sis, indigestion, conditions whioh lay wholly outside our province •••••••••
Our physicians distinguished some cases which seemed promising and furnished
us with a number of diagnoses ••••••••.•••••• I gathered these people in the
big guild hall, spoke to them, sFmg some hymns and songs with them, gave
them something to eat and invited them to come again."

(1)

tlLife I s Adventure It

(2)

Ibid; 286-287

p 286

(2)

The physicians used the

follo~~ng

systen during the first two years.

They eame to churoh on specified mornings to examine those who came to
apply for treatment.
"If they considered that the patient required medical treatment
either at their own hands or from other medical or surgical
specialists, they gave the treatment or D~de the necessary recom
mendation. If in their opinion, all the patient required Ym~
the moral, educational or suggestive treatment y,rhich the healers
••••••••••••were prepared to give, the patient was referred to
them •••••••• with a full family and personal history, a detailed
psychical analysis when this was necessary, and specific directions
as to the form of ment8.l treatment indicated. This plan also in
cluded the reference of the patient back to the physi~ian from
time to time for observation and re-cxe.Jnination." (2)
The methods used by the healers were at first the classical methods:
Buggestion (their favorite method), explanation, education, rest cure, work
cure, etc. (2)

In later years, some feared that the methods of healing were no longer
as scientific as they had been at first.

One observer says, "Gradually re..

ligion oozed out and psychoanalysis, spiritualism, Couie, etc., oozed in."
However, it is to be noted that Dr. Cabot, who made this statement, is hostile
to psychoanalysis, especially to dream analysis which is a part firmly believed
in by Dr. Worcester.
A library of books on psychology, psychiatry, etc., was developed at the
church and books in the library were often recommended to patients ; but they
were not encouraged to read indiscriminately about these subjects.
At first people desiring aid would file in without appointment.

But

l&ter consultations were held only by prior arrangement.
A weekly"health class" was another feature of the work.

This was held

(1) Worcester, Elwood and McComb, Samuel, "The Christian Religion as a Healing
~wer," New Yor~, Moffat, Yard and Co. 1909 pp.21-22
(2) Cabot, Richard C., "New Phases in the Relation of the Church to Health."
Outlook, Vol. 88 (February 29, 1908 p.505
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every Wednesday evening from October to May and was conducted as follows.

It

A restful prelude on the organ allures the soul to worship. With
out the aid of a choir, several familiar hymns are sung by every
body who can sing. The Apostles creed is said in unison. Requests
for prayers in special cases are gathered up into one prayerful
effort made without the help of any book. one Wednesday evening,
Dr. Worcester gives the address, another Dr. McComb, still another
some expert in neurology or psychology. The theme is usually one of
practical significance, like hurry, worry, fear, or grief, and the
healing Christ is made real in consequence to many an unhappy heart.
Through the mass effect of the service which is always followed by
a purely social hour in the adjoining parish house, is prophylactic,
it is not at all uncommon for insomnia, neuralgia and kindred ills
to disappear in the self-forgetfUlness of such an evening. 1t (1)

In tho early meetings, members of the audience would take part in the
discussion, and many strange experiences and "cures" would be related; but
that was soon stopped.(2)
A Deed was

~elt

for contact with the environment of pazients and the

Emmanuel Social Service Association

~~s

founded with this purpose, "To

give to the environment of the patients care similar to that provided for
their bodies by the physicians J

and for their minds by the clergymen. II

The ordinary work of this fashionable and popUlar church was continued very
muoh as it always was before this interest in "The Emmanuel Movement. It There
were some

objection~

and same defections, but the congregation as a whole loy

ally stayed by their church and suppor ted their rector.

The bishop, who in

an Episcopal Church has great authority, felt it wise to give Dr. Worcester
a free hand.

His attitude was one of benevolent neutrality.
-VI-

The attendance at the clinio was increasir..g steadily.

Dr. Yforcester

writes about this as follows:
"I need not say we are not looking for patients.

Between the middle of

(1) Powell, Lyman P. "The Emmanuel Movement in a New England T"Jwn."
New York and London. G. P. Putnams Sons, 1909, pp 10-11
(2) Cabot, loc cit • P 505

october 1908 and the end of April, 1909, I received through
nearly five thousand applications for treatment.

the mail alone

From this group, we select

ed about one hundred and twenty five persons. In fact. I may say that, on ac
count of the tremendous pressure brought to bear upon me, I shall in the fut

ure undertake the routine treatment of very few patients.

I am compelled, and

I am more than willing, to turn over the regular treatment of our patients to
ppysicians versed in the treatnlent of nervous disorders. as I feel I can spend
~

time more profitably in discussing the moral and religious problems which are

constantly presented to me and which I cannot so easily refer to

another~

(1)

*VII*

Weird stories circulated by a sensational press handicapped the work by
giving it un1'avorable publicity and also by giving it so much pUblicity that
more applicants came than could be handled, as noted above.

"The Boston

Journal" for instance, in its issue for December 13, 1906, carried a headline
WAt Auto Suggestion Meeting Dr. Worcester Claims to Have Brought Dead Wbmen
to Life Again."
line

~at

"The Chicago

Ex~ner"

for JWle, 1907, carried this head

Two Ministers in Boston are Doing to Make the Lame to Walk and

the Blind to

Se~."

This Bort of thing in many papers continued for a long

time, - long after the workers refused to give information to the newspapers,
which they began to do within a few months of the beginning of the work.
*VIII*

Not only did the movement cause much excitement but it caused very much
controversy, which
its leaders.

w~s

long continued, as to the theories and practices of

It was attacked by the narrow minded doctrinism which objected

to the therapeutic use of religion.

11A

It was attacked as being Christian Science

Worcester and McCgmb op cit pp 23-24

#9
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an attack which was indignantly denied at length by both leaders. Some
ministers opposed the movement and some doctors. too. apparently. on
no better grounds than that of a too common

professi~nal

eonservatism.

The controversy with the doctors was extremely strenuous. Dr. Cabot
has told one investigator that while he was associated with the movement
during its early years. he felt obliged to withdraw, not because he thought
the movement not worth while, but because he thought it not worth his
while.

He was regarded as a "scab" (strike preaker) by most of his col

leagues, and was losing professional prestige and chances of promotion in
the medical faculty of which he was a member.
We can secure some idea of the tremendous amount Qf this controversy

from the following list of magazine articles appearing while the controversy
was at its height.

In 1907 when the movement was just beginning to be

heard of, it was explained and praised in articles in Harper's Bazaar and
In 1908 there were articles of all kinds, laUdatory,

The World's Work.

critical, or merely expository. in The American Magazine, The Arena, The
Century. Current
Hom.e

Jou~al,

L1te~ature. Harper'~

The Nation,

Bazaar, The Independent.

The_Outlook,

and

Ladies

~cience.

In 1909 articles referring to the Movement
Century. Current Literature, E!erybody's,

Th~

ap~eared

in The Arena, The

~Dod_ Housekeeping~

Harpers Ba

zaar, The Hibbert Journal, The Ladies Home Journal, The Living Age. The
North American Review, The Outlook, The Popular Soience Monthly, Putnams.
5

The Review of Reviews, and the Survey.



In 1910 there were articles in

The Century, _Everybody's, Good Housekeeping,
Home

Jour~al.

Har~er5

Bazaar, and the Ladies

In 1911, however, magazine references to the Emmanuel movement

ceased abruptly; from tnat time on there was little or no reference to the
work in the reviews.
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For this disappearance from the public eye, there are two reasons.

In the first place the Movement had begun to lose its novelty.

Cures at

Emmanuel no longer had news value, and besides there were many immitations
of the work throughout the

cO~ltry.

In the second place, the leaders of

the Movement suddenly decided to reverse their policy of engaging in con
troversy.

This deci.sion was made so SUddenly that Dr. Worcester a.nd McComb

even surpressed a work tha.t vms to have been a companion to
Medicine," after it had been set in type.

'~eligion

and

The controversy was beginning to

let up, at this time, and the author did not wish it to be prolonged.
From the great mass of matter pUblis had on both sides, in this period
of discussion,

tvlO

quotations help us to see what type of

v~rk

was dOBe and

a'ttempted.

Dr. McComb, writing as a protagonist, says,
II Cautiously and circumspectly, the medica.l profession is coming to
the conclusion that mind cure has much to say for itself. at least
as regards many nervous iisorders. The modern physician recognizes
that in only a certain number of diseases can we speak of a specific
drug or even of a serum-therQpy, and that in most cases only the
sJ~ptoms of the fundamental disorder are treated.
This is even more
true of a group of clearly defined nervous and mental disorders be
cause we know by observation and experiment that for these some form
of psychological treatment is a method par excellence.

11

The present dis,like of drugs and medicines has, 0 f course, grown
fanatical. Nevertheless, thero is a truth behind it which can no
longer be ignored. And if' medical science is to regain the e~teem
of the world, it must fairly and squarely take the ground that for
the great majority of ailments vThich afflic t A.mericar. huma.nity, the
contents of the pharracopoeia are of limited efficacy; that for these
the direct curative agents must be moral and psychical." (1)

Dr. Cabot, who is in a position to be a very fair critic, because of his
contacts with this movement, elsewhere referred to, in brief, says:
"It may be that in the future medical students will be trained
to recognize much more fully the importanoe of mental, moral and
spiritual conditions in their relation to bodily suffering.

(1) McComb, Samuel, "Christianity and Health"

Century, Vol. 75. (Mar. 1908)
Page 794
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"Perhaps the most important work which they (the founders of the
movement) have accomplished, has not been tabluated or made e. matter
of exact record.
It has consisted in as~~ing a large body of se.d
dis-spirited men and women to face the probltlIDs of life and to bear
their burdens more cheerfully; in consoling the distressed, in guiding
the doubtful, lim councilling the despondent, and in deterring persons
meditating suicide from the accomplishment of this purpose. (1)
A favorite way of aiding their work was te11inr;
of these s.re

helpful to us here in

eration in the clinic.

0' selected cases.

understandin~ better

SOI!ie

their method of op

We quote a faw of these caS6S.

" C.D. is an alchoholic. He was accustomed to drink, incredible as
it may sound, three or four quarts of whiskey daily' for month. One
of his habits was to take a bottle of liqour to bed with him. He had
been attacked with delerium tremens. He was treated tv~ce each week
for seven weeks. For the l~st eiGht months he has been a total ab
stainer. Said the sufferer: tSomething within nle has dies and something
has been born; the desire for drink has oied, and a moral power which
lifts me above temptation has been born.'
Of alcohisID generally it
may be said that about seventy per cent of its victims are amenable to
suggestive treatment. "
"K. L., a man of fifty five, ----....... described himself as a 'nervous
wreck.' He suffered agony froD! psychic pains allover the body. He be
lieved. on the authority of physicians that he suffered from Brightts
Disease, and angina pectoris. As a rratter of fact, these disorders were
not real but simulated. tie had been wlable to do any work for two years.
He is an intelligent and religious r.an. After six months treatment he
has been enabled to take up his business again, is noVi free from pain,
and recently has reported h~rrself as feelinr, as well as he ever did in
all his life. tI

I

"H. S. is a clergyman afflicted ?ath pulpit fright. He ~~s greatly
worried about his nervousness, and his usefulness was much impaired by
his condition. He was taught how to practice the act of"auto-suggestion. "
Onthe first Sundayl he says, 'af'ter I began the self cure, it worked like
magic; I felt like a new man. I had mor6 povIer, more energy, consequent
ly more courage and more self-confidence. f
•••••••••
Here it
may be mentioned that many clerQ~~en, pUblic speakers, actors and actress
es, have come to the clinic to gain greater freedom and ease in the dis
charge of their tasks. Ministers especially he.ve been enabled to get
rid of inhibitions of one kind or another, with the result that their
duties which formerly were burdensome~ ha.ve now become a delight."

About the first of Februe.ry ~ 1909, it

Yffi.S

decided by the leaders of the v.ork

that the church clinic should be distontinued and the work put on a different
(1.1 Cabot, Richard C., "New Phases in the Rele.tion of the Church to health,"
Outlook, Vol. 88~ (February 29th~ 1908, pp 506-508
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basis.

This decision was accompanied bJr a statement of "Rules and

Regulations Cone'erning the Cooperation of Minister and Physician," pre..
pared by the board of meaical advisers which consisted of Dr. Joel E.
Goldthwait, Dr. James G. Mwnford, Dr. Richard C. Cabot, and Dr. Joseph H.
pratt. (l)
The following extracts from the statement show the need and purpose of
the reorganized methods of work:
"Methods which seemed inadeqU81te at an early date of the work now
need to be improved and in particular a closer relation between the
physician and the clergyman is desirable.
"We believe that the provisior. for the examination and medical treat
ment of such patients as have no family physician is at present unsat
isfactory. The three p~ysicians ~no ha~e given their services for this
purpose have been una.ble to devo".;. .., suffi~ient time to the subsequent
medical treatment (in cooperation with the clergy) of the patients ex
amined by them. Indeed had they done so, it would have been impossible
for them to pursue their orln private practice.(2)
These new rules were drawn:
"1. He person she.ll be received for treatment unless with the approval
of, and having heen thoroughly ex~ined by his family physician. whose
report of the examination shall be filed with the church clinic records.

"2.

No patient shall be referred for di.agnosis or treatment to any spec
ialist or assistant save with the advice and consent of the patient's o.....n
physician."

"3. All patients who are not under the oare of a physician must chose
one and put himself in his care before they oan receive treatment at
Emmanuel Church. To those who ask for advice in the choice there shall
be handed a printed alphabetical list of • • • • • • • (physicians attach
ed to B¢ston hospitals.)
•••
Should these physicians decide that none of the patients referred
to them thus. ought to receive treatment at Emma.nue1, none will be treat
ed there. (3)

II

(1) Worcerster, Elwood and McComb, Samuel, ftThe Christian Religion as a
Healing Power," New York, Moffat, Yard and Company. 1909 appendix pp 119-123
(2) Ibid pp 120-121
(1) Ibid pp 121-122
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-xThe Emmanuel methods were soon imitated more or less skillfully and
more or less sincerely, in ve.rious other churches, most of them Episcopal,
in other parts of the, country.

Sometimes the work

would. be underta.ken wi-th

out the cooperation of pl'\ysicians, in other caSes the E:ii1manuei

method of

requiring a doctor's disgnosis would be followed.
The most prominent of these who imitated were Bishop Fallows of the
st. Paults Reformed Episcopal Church, Chicago.

The clinic of the Rev. Lyman

P. Powell at st. Johns Episcopal Church,Northampton, Massachusetts, establish
ed in 1909; and a more elaborately organized work known as "st. Mark's healing

mission" undertaken by the Rev. L,oring Batton in New York City.

This under

taking was based on the Emmanuel model.
The rise of these imitators caused much criticism pro and con as to the
dangers whieh could arise fram the promiscuous

sprsad of this movement. These

criticisms coming from the leaders were muoh as the following from Dr. Woroesterz
"This is not a task which every shepherd is qualified to perform. It
requires a careful obserTation of the temperament, capacity and idiosyncrasy
which will t~ the resources of the most gifted men. This stu~y of conscience,
this analysis of life's experience in order to discover the cause of the
present disturbance, and to trace its history, requu'es time, sympathy and
some psychological acuteness .It (1)
Unfriendly criticisms were of various sorts.
the movement and some were of the type given above.

Some were entirely hostile to
Others thought well o,f the

methods as they were carried out at Emmanuel Church yet did not wish to see it
copied elsewhere, except under similar conditions.

The most widespread criticism

us to the effect that the function of doctor of medicine and that of the minister
would not be kept distinct as they should be.(Z)
(1) J. M. Buckley ItDangers of the Emanuel Rovement." Century. Vo1.77, FelJ.1909, p 634
(2) Brown, Charles Reynolds, "Faith and Health," New York. Thomas Y. Crowell Co.
1910, pp 165-166
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others felt the minister vms not equipped properly to assume the
difficult role of mental h~aler •• (l)
Still others pointed out that ministers in their treatment might ne
glect such physical factors as diet, massage, baths, douches, electricity
and the like. (2)
The spread of the Eurnanuel movement, said others, would "break down
the confidenoe of the people in expert knowlodge; 8uch wholesale treatment
of cases would create an epidemic of nervous cases due to suggestibility
of such people and the danger of bringing then together; and it would pos
sibly be a means of undesirable proselyting among churches. (3)
criticisms

fr~.

the medical profession were as a whole very undesirable.

BUt the leaders of the movement had been very free in criticising the medi
cal profession when oocasion offered so it

~s

not surprising that the doc

tors at times were very s-trong in their criticism. (4)
From 1911 there was little controversy and the work proceeded quietly.
There was little or nothing pUblished in the newspapers but people continued
to come as before.

One new

~eature

of the work begun about this time was a

club for 8.1coholics who had been helped by the church.
The following was 8. regular feature of each weeki s pro<reedure.

Every

week there would be a conference between all of the workers, at which new
cases and new developments in old cases would be reported and discussed.
Each worker was required by Dr. Worcester to keep up with the new books
and other publications dealing with his or her special field.

At times

(1) Quotation from Sigmund Freud
Ibid pp 165-166
(2) Ibid P 156
(3) Ibid pp 152, 157-158, 163,164
(4)"A Bathological View of the New Thought as a Form of Mania," Current Literature,
Volume 46 (January, 1909) pp 99
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new discoveries and new methods in the fields of psychotherapy, social service,
etc., would be discussed at the various meetings, and sometimes there would
be visitors such as Dr. Coue' who would speak to the group.
In 1912, Mr. Courtenay Baylor joined the movement and eventually
the head.

bec~me

He was a successful business man who ":as treated at the clinic

and becoming interested, took up the work, finally giving up his business
completely.

His approaCh to the work was more worldly than that of Dr. Wor

cester and some of the other workers, a fact probably due to his earlier ex
perience in the business

wo~ld.

-XIMr. Ba.ylor had often looked forvrerd to the time when Dr. Worcester

should no longer be rector of Emmanuel Church, and the work would have to
incorporated separately or given up.

To be ready for this time the movement

'Was incorporated under the name of the "craigie Foundation" in June, 1925.
The nwme ncraigie" has no significance.

They did not work to sell the right

to name the foundation to the highest bidder and this, the family name of some
of Mr. Baylorts ancestors sounded well and looked impressive.
The oharter granted, stated that the petitioners had associated them
selves under the name of The Craigie Founda-t:iona
"'for the purpose of providing free of charge to whomsoever may
apply for and be found to be in need of the same, the following:
individual pshchotherapy, that is the alleviation of fear, com
pulsion, fixed habits, and other neuroses through pSJlchologioal
analysis and through the development of morale by means of psych
ological re-cducation; and social therapy, tMt 1s the correction
of family or community maladjustments by means of the application
of practic~l psychology bo theSe proble~; and for the purpose of
reoording the methods used and the results obtained in this work
and in such a manner as may be of value to the whole field of
psychotherapy; thereby generally carrying on in the way, civic,
educational and charitable purposes."
For the time being, the work was to be sustained by a small group of in
dividuals; later a permanent endowment might be quietly secured.
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-XII

On.J~nuary

26, 1929, Dr. Worcester tendered his resignation of the

rectorship of Emmanuel Church.

The attendanoe at the services had great

ly deoreased in the twenty four years of his rectorship.
had been a popular preacher and a good organizer.
was Dr. Woroester as strong.

movement.

In neither of these lines

Many of the people in the Church were slight

ly uneasy at the state of affairs.
the parish

His predecessor

Some of the people within and

~1thout

declared that he had "killed!' Emanuel Churoh by means of his
Dr. Worcester too, was much interested in the health movement,

and routine parish duties had become unknown.
The Church presented
after his resignation.

hinl

with the rectory so he was sure of a home

Mr., Baylor with the help of interested friends

bought the house at 176 Marlborough Street to serve as headquarters of the
Craigie Foundation.

The name Emmanuel was abandoned.

It had really been

given by newspapers, not by the leaders.
-XIII-

Results might be summed as follows:
Thousands had been helped.

1.

How many thousands will neVer be

known for no systematic records were kept.
haps.

There were no spectacular mis

Only one person died while under the EIrananuel workers care and in

fluence.

No patient committed suioid.e, altho hundreds had gone to them

contemplating self destruction.
2.
work.

The churohes that imitated, gradually, before long gave up the
The medical profession was imitated by the movement rather than won

over to religious therapeutios.
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3.

The Emmanuel Movement gave a tremendous impetus to psychology in the

United states; until that time, there had been no work of value done with
the exception of the invest'igations of Dr. Morton Prince and a very few
others.

This impetus to psychotherapy contributed greatly to the triumph

of psychoanalysis.

The cause of mental hygene as

well~

was probably assist

6d.
-XIV-

Besides

the Emmanuel Movement ,a large number of other movements and

independent workers, whose numbers and efforts he.ve been increasing every
year, have been engaged in same application of some theory of mental or
religious healing.

A very

complete~

yet condensed report of organizations

interested in this work was compiled and issued as a bulletin entitled
"Religious Healing."

This bulletin issued in 1926 ~ is "A Preliminary report

on a survey conducted under the superVision of a subcommittee appointed by
the Committee on Public Health Relations of the New York Academy of
and consisting of the following members I

Medicine~

Dr. Je.mes A. Miller ~

chainnan~

Dr. Robert L. Dickinson; Dr. George H. Kirby; Dr. Frankwood E.

Willia~s~

ex

officio~

and

Dr. Charles L. Dana and Dr. E. H. Corwin."

A complete study of the movements whose history is oompiled in this
pamphlet would oarry too far from our purpose. Yet a list of
stUdied will be of value.
1870~

movem.ents

These are: Chri stlan Science founded in or about

now carried on by 7220 recQgnhed practitioners; Jewish Science founded

by Rabbi Morris Lichtenstein.

Rabbi Lichtenstein says "Jowish Science prayers

are al'\l,rays answered." (1)

(1)"Jewish Science and Health!' - Morris Lichtenstein pUblished by Jewish
Science Publishing Co.~ 1925
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New Thought, the outgrowth of the loosely organized

nTranscendent~l Movement"

which had its beginning in 1830 with Emerson, Channing and others; Divine
Science to which group belong Dowie, Hickson, Mrs. Amy Mcpher30n and others;
Scientific Christianity, the most highly organized movement of this nature,
(it's magazine "Unity"

has a circulation of about 185,000;) Theosophy,

Spiritualism; Nazarene Movement; Church Mystical Unioni Guild of Health; and
then the work of

T~rious

individuals

~nd

of the Catholios at the healing

shrines and by means of Novenas.
Several paragraphs of the summary of the stUdy just referred to should
be quoted:
"1. The prevalence of religious healing and allied cults bears witness
to the fact that the maintenance of individual health has become strongly
associated in the minds of many people with religious and metaphysical ideas.
2.
"Unity"

The number of Christian Scientists is estimated at-l,500,OOO.

.....

is said to reach from three to five million people annually

through its pUblications, lectures and prayer services.
now has about 7000

m~bers.

The Nazarene movement

If the children and other dependents of adherents

to these movements are counted, the number may reach 10,000,000.
3.

The attitu,de t()1"mrd the medic.al profession ranges all the way from

hearty cooperation, as in the case of certain individual workers and in some
~hu_rch

4.

agencies, to frank hostility, as in the case of Christian Science.
The leaders of these movements either oonnected or not connected

with the Church are little disposed to set any definite limitations
power and effeotiveness of their therapy.

~o

the

The nature of the problem with

which they are dealing is not fully comprehended by any of them.
5. Those resorting to religious and metaphysical healers often express
dissatisfaction with physicians for a lack of sympathy and a tendency to

build up an attitude of invalidism.

Unless the physician is on his

guard against giving negative suggestion, such an attitude can very
easily be generated in the patient.
6. • • • • • • • • Where spiritual therapy has been attempted under
medical control, the results seem to indicate thatl
(a) Neurotic patients, alcholic haDitues, drug addicts and the like,
are sometimes improved by the treatment.
(b)

The morale and comfort of a patient with organic disease, may be

improved, while the disease continues to r\Ul its course. It
-X!V-

The organized work that, upon comparison and examination, seems best
&dapted for use in the ordinary evangelical church is the American Guild
of Health, now just recently combined with the Nazarene Movement.

Because

of this and because its relation with the Emmanuel Movement is very cordial
and close, we must examine here the history and methods of the group.
The American Guild of Health was organized in 1923 by the Reverend
Franklin Cole Sherman, formerly rector of St. Pauls Church in Akron, Ohio. ,
Its headquarters are in Cleveland.
which

ernphasi~es

It is an interdenominational organization

the educational rather than the ceremonial approach.

Its

work is carried on through lectures, literature and personal service on the
part of its staff.
The following are given as its objects:
"The American Guild of Health is a society organized to restore and re
enforce to fuller expression the ministrJ of healing as an inherent part of
the pastoral office of the Church.

1.

The study of the influence of spiritual well being.

2.

The exercise of heMing by spiritual means, in complete loyalty to

scientific principles and methods.
3.

United prayer for the inspiration of the Holy Spirit in all efforts

to heal the sick.
4.

The cultivation through spiritual means of both individual and corp

orate health."

(1)

The Guild uses the word "health" in its true sense. that of "wholesome
ness" - the making of the whole :man sound and harmonious.

To treat body. mind

and spirit separately, we hold to be unscientific because we think of man's
• Nature is the Divine Life at work in matter. Man

being as a whole • • •
is the Divind Life at
in us •

...

WOI"k

in personality_........

When we allow God to live

our problem_s of hea.lth are e1 ther completely solved or we suc

ceed in rising above them.

In fact, this is true of all of our problems.

When we obey this fundamental law expressed b:>r st. Paul in t.he w,ords "I Live
yet no longer I for Christ liveth in me" and also by Christ in the words, "Seek
ye first the Kingdom of God and His righteousness and all these things shel.H be
added unto you" great spiritual forces COme into operation and strange, and for
merly, impossible things happen. (2)
The Guild teaches further what is really a detailed explanation of the above:
"Matter in your body cannot frustrate God's will.
on a low grade of reality.
you!" body at will. • • • ••
Christ, the real self.

It is a revelation of God

You, the true real you - Christ in you - can dominate
You are not and cannot be sick - not the true

you~

Life cannot be ill. Do not then deny sickness in your

(1) Foreword in "Applied Religion" a :magaZine of the Guild published formerly
in Cleveland, 0., now discontinued.
(2 ) "What is This Movement ll a pamphlet published by the American Guild of Health.
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body but repudiate it as not belonging to the true self. • • • • When you
repudiate and disown sicknoss and all other evil and imperfection, and when
you identify your real self with the perfect Christ of God, then you release
the irresistible healing power of God." (1)
The

Na.~arene

its method of

Moveflent, now merged with the American Guild of Health, in

pro~eedure

added as an addition to the general belief of the

two groups previously considered a belief in a "gift" of healing. Its leader
however stated that he himself did not believe he had this gift of healing_
He secured his results through the faith established in the patients.
The belief concerning this gift of

healin~

is of value in our study_

Healing is accomplished through establishing faith that Christ still heals
as He did when He was on earth and that if His help is sought in the right
way, it will be given.
of healing.

Certe.in healers are said to be endowed with a

"~i:ftlt

Some are born with it; others report having become avmre of be

ing in possession of it after some such experience as the disciples had on
the day of Pentecost after which their spiritual powers were markedly increas
ed.

The healer conducts what is oalled a

worship services.

mis~on,

a succession of preaching

As people present themselves in the course of these, the

healer anoints the petitioner.

He addresses the petitioner in a positive

1ll&nner, telling him he will be healed, and that from henceforth he must obey
Godts law!!!, that he oannot expect to be healed and continue in godless ways,
and that he shall repent and begin anew at once.

*XVI*
other very prominent movements are Christian Science, Jewish Science, New
Thought, and Scientific Christianity or Unity.

They will be described in detail

(1) itA Talk With an Inquirer" - a pamphlet pUblished by the American Guild of
Health.
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later in this paper in the part devoted to analyses of the various methods
of healing used.

They have in their indifference or opposition to both

evangelical Christianity and to the medical profession two conrrnon char
acteristics which differentiate them Widely from the Emmanuel Movement
and the American Guild of Health.

-XVI1

In the last few years a new type of religious interost in mental heal
ing has became increasingly evident in the publication of books, the present
ation of lectures, and even instruction in Seminaries and Schools of Religion,
upon the general subjec'c.

Oliver Weatherht:la~'Sadler, Lichliter, Conde, Me

Ken&ie e.nd others I:lentioned in the bibliography are only a few of those
whose books he.va appeared recently and have received much comment in the
views of the day.

re~

They represent pastors, doctors, professors of medicine

or mystioism, who are trying to present a rationel and helpful study of the
relation of mind and body and health.
As one studies these books and various movements and individuals con
nected with this 1IlB.tter of mental and religious healing, several distinct
emphases or methods or approach and work are noticeable.
One method goes with a purely religious emphasis back to the methods
of Jesus.

The power that He had in a supeI"n8.tural way we still have.

It

is still ours to use if we believe, and if we use a working faith in the
mystical and supernatural relation of God to man.
There is then, too, what may be called a spectacular

appro~ch.

It

combines the use of suggestion, crowd psychology, applied psychology and

of supernatural elements, in such e. way that specta.cular methods give
spectacular, though not necessarily permanent nor assured results.

Under

this heading might be classed the work of Mrs. Amy McPherson, Bosworth,
Hickson, the "miracles lt of Malden, Mass., the healing at Catholic shrines,
etc.

It must be remembered there is too much overlapping to permit any

stra.itlaced classification of these various methods of approach.
Another approach is clearly through a healthy

p~ychology.

It emphasizes

the value of positive, happy liVing as a means of gaining health.

"

Still another approach, a minor one, so far, shows how hypnotism, post
hypnotic suggestion, SUEGestion during sleep and similar methods, may be
used.
Ye,t another method deals with mental and religiouG healing as the over
coming of psychopathic states.

This is the phase of religious mental heal

ing Which is now receiving greatest emphasis in the publications under the
Whole general subject.
The final method of approach is the conservative religious approach.
It does not t17 to link up modern faith healing in any definite way with the
miracles of Jesus.

It aims rather to show how peace and joy as is

shoVl~

in

the lives of Jesus, Paul, the mystios, and now in the lives of leadens of
this approach, have proved to be powerful aids in seouring and keeping health
of mind and body.
It is very important to note that these various types of approach are
not distinguished in the theories and works of those who praotioe religious
healing.

Two or three or even all methods of approach may be used by the

same movement.

The division is merely an academic one made here by the

author in an attempt to bring order Where now there is only chaos or oonfusion.
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The whole subject of mental and religious healing is so new that
the highways of method of the future are as yet wandering paths through
the woods.

The pastor who becomes too interested must watch lest his

fate be the fate of the economist who becomes too interested in an aca
demic way in socialism and is rewarded by being so misunderstood that his
efforts for good are greatly handicapped in the future.

XVIII

It is well worth while to examine the way in which cases are treate0.
by those who practice or advocate these various types of approach.

Before

understanding of these types can be reached, we should examine case breat
ments of various clergymen who arc regarded as the ablest imitators of the
Emmanuel movement.
The following quotation describes the
Fallows of st. Faulfs

he~ling

methods used by Bishop

Reformed Episcopal Church, Chicago:

1t1 first employ the psychic method - I give human suggestion and
persuasion.
and hopeless.

I appeal to the reason, and thus encourage the troubled
I iterate and reiterate certain common sense ideas

until the subconsciousness of the i"ndividual before me is reached.
I used the best of Christian Science and the best of rnateria
medica.

For years, science has progressed its search into -the realm

of medicine, and I admit this.
plained by Mrs. Eddy.

But I use also the secret truths ex

Linking tho

curati~e

principle included with

Christl s teaching with the best in medicine, I think I :h.a.ve found
the most hopeful of all remedies for the hope is revived and confi
dence rostored. 1t

(1)

(1) "The New Crusade in Behalf of Religious Therapeutics, It
vol. 44 (March 1908 ) P 290

Cw-rent Literature,
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The follo.ring is by the Rev. Lyman P. Powell (st. Jorill's Church,
Northampton.)

It is a description of his

healin~

work.

lIS ea ted at ease in the reclining chair before the smoldering

fire with curtains drawn, the patient is taught to relax his
muscles, the curtical layer of the brain is quieted by soothing
suggestions. and then. standing behind the chair. the effecter ot
th~

cure, - he is called an Emmanuel worker - begins his therapeutics

somewhat thus in a loVf monotone:
'You are noV{ relaxed in body and quieted in mind.

You are to let

your thougbts languidly follow mine. expressed in words.
any mental

.

op~osition.

Do not offer

I shall say nothing which your mind will not

instinctively accept and cherish.
'Fix your thoughts on God.

Think of Him not alone as the all

Father, but also as the universal mind in which your mind exists ex
actly as each individual thought floats in your mind.

Think of him

not merely as your Hee.venly Father. but also as the Universal Spirit
on which your soul depends for f1Very breath of spiritual life just as
your body is dependent for its every breath of physical existence on
the air you breathe.

Believe that in this le.rger, higher, truer sense,

in Him we live and mOill'e and have our being.
t

Now universal mind or universal spirit is wholesomeness and love.

harmony and

p~,er.

Realize that when your soul

mosphere in which it lives, it breathes in
mony and power.

breathes in the at

whol~someness

ana love. har

But it is possible in the exercise of free wHl. with

which you are in the nature of the case endowed, to fill up the soul,
with morbidness and selfishness. disunity and weakness, so that there

is no room

in it for God's wholesomeness and love. His harmony and power.

In most cases. of course, more than one treatment i,s necessary. and it
is unnecessary to say that there is no charge of any kind connected
its admJnistration.
utmost s.ignificance.

But at every stage, the patients

c~operation

~~th

is of the

In fact. the cure can never be affected without it.

To fa ith reinforced by the workers suggestions, must be added the a,uto-sug
gestions of the patient.
God and men.

He must will to keep the loving attitude toward

He must a,ease to :worry about sleep.

He must never mention his

symptoms to anyone except the worker who is treating him.
unconcern about himself.

He must cultivate

He must keep on saying to himself the whole day longz

It does not matter at all. a.nyhow."

(1)

- XIX-

Now, in order. the various methods,
tioned above. should be examined.
80

mov~ents.

or theories of healing men

There is great difficulty ih doing this for

many fields of knowledge are involved and there are so many angles and preju

dices ffrom which different authorities approach this prohlem.
In examining the first method mentioned. that of a continuation into the
present church of the healing power of the founder of the church. the examin
ation is made difficult because the whole SUbject of miracle is involved. Miracle
to Borne is non existent.

To ethers it is a violation of nIitural law. to others

it is the using of a higher law.

The third definition of miracle is the most

generally aocepted by the leaders in the field we are investigating and so
should be accepted by us in an inquiry of this length.
Jesus healed therefore by using laws of health known to Himself which were
more powerful than laws of disease.
burdened by disease.

In the times of Jesus people were especially

Disease-was believed to be the result of sin.

(1) Powell. Lyman P. "The' Suggestion CUI'e' of InsoJlmia"
Current Literature. vol. 46. January 1909. pp 93-94

The immedia.te
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cause of sUffering in any given case was the working of an evil spirit
whose power was derived from the sin of the sufferer.

In those who were

afflicted with mental or neuro-mental disorders, the aotivity of these
malignant intelligences was especially evident.
spirits" pos.sessing them.

There were "unclean

Jesus had a doubly difficult task.

He had to

confront the powerful suggestions of the sick 'man and of all Who surround
ed him with still more powerful counter suggestions.

In the case of the

paralytic for instance, Jesus rescued the man from the isolation in which his
disease had imprisoned him, and restore him to communion with God and man.
The application of this in modern religious healing is best seen in
the following quotation from the leaders of the Emmanuel

Movement~

"The men of medicine see only one thing, an organism out of harmony
with the environment, a maladjuswnent, a condition of things opposed
to the order of nature.

There is something out of joint, it is his

function to set it right.

Jesus attacks the evil from the mental and

spiritual side, and modern medical science is now prepared to say that
in a large group of disorders, his method of attaok is the only one that
has promise of success.

Hence the lessened dependence upon drugs and the

greate,r dependence on the forces of nature, even in certain cases of the
organic tpye; and in all cases organic as well as fundamental, it is now
generally admitted that the pationts mental state has much to do with his
chances of reoovery.

Five centuries before Christ a glimpse of the

truth lying at the basis of spiri,tua.l therapeutics had visited the mind
of Plato when he said,"I apprehend that if the Greek physicians can cure
anybody they do it through the mind." It used to be said that only in
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functional disorders could mental therapy be applied, but today competent
medical authorities are inclined to believe that in some cases definitely
pO~6r

organic, the

of mind to heal has been proved."

(1)

As an aid to his healing Jesus used too, his hand, the power of the look
from the eye, the power of the word spoken with confidence in self, and the
power of his towering personality.

The effect of personality iSi seen in

such instances as the following in which a patient who had passed through
the hands of many doctors cried as he came before a distinguished special
ist, "I believe God Almighty has sent you to cure me." (2)

.:xx.

.e

The second approach to the problem of mental and religious healing
have termed for convenience, the spectacular approach.

Such healing

1s signalized by testimonies such as this:
From one who had a nervous breakdown:
liOn Monday, November 15,1920, she (8. friend) and two others, dear
Christians, came with a machine and took me to the Tabernacle on Anchor
street.

There Brother Bosworth prayed for me and anointed me and I was

healed ilrWlediately.
took

th~ee

Bless God, Jesus did it in answer to prayer.

It

to help me into the Tabernacle, but I walked out vnthout the

aid of a human hand, leaning heavily on the arm of Jesus." (3)
From one afflicted with eye troublea

"I had been very farsighted all my life and had been cross-eyed in one
eye for fifteen years.

I wore powerful glasses for over eleven years

and had to have them changed by a specialist every six months.
up for healing.

I went

Brother B. B. Bosworth prayed for me and I was instantly

(1) Worcester and McComb, "Body, Mind and Spiri til, Marshall Jones, 1931 p 264

(2)

Ibid

P 280

(3) F.F. Bos·worth "Christ, the Healer"

P 150

healed.

He

h~ld

up the seekers oard and I could read everything on it.

I was just dumfounded.

and my vision normal.
befor~,

For two hours my eyes were perfectly straight
Then both went back and were worse than they were

for all the rest of that day and all of the next day.

Some of

the folks at home tried to urge me to put my glasses back on - they said

I would go blind altogether.
trusted Him.

But thank God - 1 refused them and just

The following day my eyes were perfectly straight and kept

getting stronger all along until now they

~re

just as normal as any eyes.

I forgot to mention that during the time the Lord was testing me, I could

read my Bible, but nothing
Eve~

else~

(1)

healing, thus, to those who follow this method, is a miracle

as real as any which Jesus performed.

Selections from thirty one questions

given in the book just quoted will serve to shol'T the theological proo.f pro
vided for this belief:
"If healing was not in the Atonement why were the dyin,g Israeli tes
required to look at the type of the atonement for bodily healing?
If both forgiveness and healing came by a look at the type, Why not
from the antitype.
"Since their curse was removed by the lifting up of the type of Christ,
was not our curse a disea..se also removed by th.e lifting up of Chri.st
Himself?

(Galatians 3113)

Why should not the second Adam take away all that the firs·t Adam brought

upon us?
Did not Jesus emphatically say that He would continue His same works in
anSl'Ter to our prayers while He is with the Father, (Jol1n 14113-13) and is
not this promise alone a complete answer to all opposers?" (1)

(1)

tbid pp

1~8-140
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'There are several dangers connected with this method which should
be mentioned.

This can be done most effectualy by quoting from Mr. Weather

head t S recent book.
who used a

~i~1ar

He is writing not about Bos"'Ivorth but about Mr. Hickson
method:

"One ought to say that Mr. Hickson is no quaok, no frothy, emotional
ist, but one who has a robust faith in God and in the method and belief
that Godt,s will for man is health.
some misgivings for the
"1. In a case which I

I confess that his method gives me

follol'rin~

reasons s

afterr~rd

tackled, the mass suggestion of disease

made on the mind of a patient at a service crowded will ill folk, was

great~

er than the sugges'cion of health ma.de by Mr. Hickson in the prief moment
when his hands were laid on her head.
"2.

The distinotion noted above between physiogenic and psychogenic disease

is not taken into consideration.

People come long distances who ought to be

in bed, and although two per cent report improvement,many become worse. For
we must bear in mind the awful depression of a patient for whom the service
is, in their view, the last ray of hope.
"3 The emphasis on faith ma.kes a patient vmo is unhealed tend to discredit
his

o~~ l~ck

of faith, When it may be a lack of suggestibility.

stance, a man of sound faith may

no~

For in

be healed; and a mysterical girl of

no faith may be healed; and the former may discredit his faith and mourn
his lack of it, when he may be far nearer to God and stronger in his faith
than thos e who are hee.led - the cure depending on other factors." (1)

(l)"Psychology in the Service of the Soul" by Lealie D. lffeatherhad
The Macmillan Company. New York, 1930 p 19.

-xxrAccording to the outline we have formed for convenience,

the next

method of healing to be considered is that exeMplified in the teachingto
of Chri stian Science, New Thought and the so-es.lled "Unity."

They have

several common characteristics, such as a strong antipathy to all use of
doctors and medicines and a strong emphasis upon volition as a means of
securing the desired obje'ct, B.nd also upon the cultivation of happiness
and peace of mind.
Christian Science is undoubtedly the most highly organized modern
"faith cure" movement.
bers.

The cult is said to comprise about 1,500,000 mem

According to statistics pUblished

i.n the "Christian Science Sentinel"

following the annual convention of the Christian Science Church in June, 1925,
the work founded by Mrs. Mary B. Eddy about 1870 is now being carried on by
7220 recognized practitioners. (1)

Efforts are being made to secure nurses

who will pledge themselves to fai thi'ul cooperation Viith

p" actitioners,

and

there are now 216 on register.
During the year 1925, 3257 public lectures on the teachings of Christian
Science were given.

Of these, 312 were given in foreigh fields.

The total

public attendance at these lectures as reported, was 2,580,160 people.
The yearly reoeipts of the mother church were $1,075,496.33.

Besides

thi.s there were gifts to various special funds amounting to approximately
that much more.
The movement had its beginnig, in 1862 when Mrs. Eddy, who had been a more
or less helpless invalid since here early childhood, went to Portland,

N~ine,

to consult a certain Phineas Parkhurst Quimby, who, tho only a watchmaker by

(l)ttChristian Science Sentinel~ June 13. 1925
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trade, had built up a rather elaborate "mind cure" based on the "anima.l magnetists" of the time.

Quimby's interest in these matters 'was

aroused by the lectures and teachings of a magnetizer named Charles
Poyen, who visited the United states about 1940.
Mrs. Eddy, it is worth while noting, was a confirmed neurop"ath. (1)
After a few treatments, she was cured of her paralysis which, she believed
has been caused by a lesion of the spinal cord.

After this recovery, she

devoted herself to a study of Quimby's methods and tea.chings, and the re
sult of her stUdy we find in the theory and practices of Christian Science.
Her Pirst pUblication was copyrighted in 1870.

In 1875 she issued the book

which is the authoritative creed of the organization, namely "Science and
.l::!ealth with a Key to the Scriptul'es."

All the res t of her life u.p to the

time of her death in 1910, she devoted to the advancement of Christian
Science by her work and writings.
Same others who also were students of Quimby accused the founder of
Christian Science of having

deliber~tely

stolen the material for her

o~vn

publications from unpublished manuscripts belbnging to Quimby to which she
had access.

These va-i tings were mixtures of ideas gleaned from the Scrip

tures, spiritualism. clairvoyance, treatises on disease, happiness, wisdom,
science and the arts. Mrs. Eddy indignantly donied such plagiarism.
then, it must be noted that quite unmindful of what

Vf8.S

But

now being published

and accepted, she did claim that her work was more than original in that it
was accomplished by divine inspiration.

~en

more noteworthy is

t~e

fact

that some of it was produced by automatic writing.
(1) {'Psychological Healing" by pierre Janet, Transalted by Eden and Ceder Paul,
New York, The Macnullan Company, 1925
Vol. 1 pp 55 et seq.

The principal points of her teaching are to be found in "Science and
Health" with Key to the Soriptures"

The basic tenets are:(l)

1. "God is All-in-All. n
Good is Mind. I'

2. "God is good.

3. "God, Spirit, being all, nothing is

IIl8. tter. "

The Christian Soientist is taught that "Matter is nothing beyond an image
of mortal mi nd. "

"Disease, death, eVil, sin, deny good, omnipotent God, Life."

Nothing is real and eternal, nothing is Spirit, but God and His idea.

"Evil

has no reality •••••• it is simply a belief, an illusion of material sense. 1I
"Sickness is 'error'."
The follower of Christian Science uses these tes.chings in this "'aY. He
believes that pessimism leads to weakness, optimism to power.

If he is ill,

his self treatment consists in dwelling on those parts of the available accepted
writings, which are appropriate for his condition.
tire conscious

ac~wity

He either devotes his en

or passively gives hUnself to the steadfast denial of

the reality of the "error" to

~nich

he may be temporarily subjeoted.

This is

varied with prayer, audibly expressed or silent, and affirmations of goodness.
If these treatments of self prove insufficient, then he calls upon one who
is known as a practitioner.

This person may attempt to help him either by

absent or personal treatment. Absent treatment does not require that the prac
titioner shall see the patient. He oan be infonmed cf the patients need by
telephone, telegraph, or letter, or by other communication and oarries on
treatment vmerever he
they are so

~

n~y

rapport

be.

Some

practitioner~

and patients report that

that no material communication is necessary to apprise

the practitioner of the patients need, and the patient,as through telepathy

(1) "Science and Health"

p 113,

lines 16,17, and 18
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becomes aware that the practitioner is meeting his need.

The only require

ment is that the patient place himself in n receptive attitude and healing
will follow as a matter of course.
In case of a personal treatment. efforts are made to first bring about
the proper attitude of mind in each.
toward placing the petient
Mind.

~

The practitioner directs his efforts

rapport with. and under tIle control of. the Divine

All else must be banished from his mind.

The patient must relax and

banish all fear and misgiving, expect to be healed and maintain a passive, re
ceptive attitude.
This receptive attitude is secured largely by persuasion in the case of
new patients, but the adept is trained to assume it with little difficulty.
The treatment itself consists of reading or quoting suitable passages from
~re.

Eddy's vrritings, meditations, repeated denial of the reality of the pat

ients symptoms if he is being treated for health, with affirmations of health.
perfection, goodness and suitable prayers.

The treatment may be silent,

audi~le

or partly silent and partly audible, and may vary in length af time from a few
moments to several hours.

The fee for service is as a

ru~-

oh the basis of

free will offering with tacit understanding the.t it shall be in proportion to
the patient's means and the service rendered.
In her earlier teachings, Mrs. Eddy deliberately enjoined against even
ordinary h,ygllenic measures.
help>

But now this restriction applies only to medical

A practitioner is not permitted to treat a case unless the patient de

finitely

refrains from all concomitant treatment by a doctor.

No attention is paid to any definite diagnosis previous to treat
ment.

To avoid legal difficulties a physician is secured if death
Christian Science practitioners are not required

appears bmninent.

to have medical training.

There is no academic

requir~nent

beyond the

acquisition of certain foundations in the technic of Christian Science
treatment and personal qualifications satisfactory tn Christian Science
authorities by whom

practitione~s

are officially recognized.

ITreat emphasis is placed by the follower of Christian Science on the
effect of suggestion.

He cultivates a tremendous abhorrence of negative

thought, making a pra,ctice of ba.nishing at once ev,ery idea of disease, mis
fortune, unhappiness or "error" of any sort.
even mention any of th6se in his presence.
him~elf

He does not vtish people to
He endeavors to create for

a clleerful_pleasant, happy environment and to think only positive,

constructive thougnts.

The practiti8ner likewise is very careful to demand

a cheerful atmosphere and the creation of lthar'I:\ony" in the sick room.
Various services of fellowship and worship are part of the Christian
Science system.

There a.re the Sunday morning regular church services, treat

ment from the practitioner for "error ll of one kind or another, attending
midweek meetings at which testimony is given of help received from Christ
ian Scienoe i_n the pursuit of health, wealth, and happiness.

Then too the

faithful ones spend regularly time in studying a daily lesson provided
from "Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures.

u

,
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New Thought and Unity are two movements similar in some respects to
Christian Science and yet

differin~ widely

in other vmys.

Like Christian

Science, they have theological systems which make a cleavage between them
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and the evangelical group of churches.

Another common feature is a com

plete lack of cooperation with the medical profession and a common belief
that the practice of medicine is unneoessary.

New Thought patients are

not., like Christian Scientists separated from physicians, but the consult
ing of doctors is discoura.ged.

There is a difference in the movements in

various ways especially in their organization.

Christian· Science is much

more completely and effectively organized than the other two.
The movelO.ent to which these three belong had its origin in a revival
of trenscendentalisrn which took place in New England in the early part of
the Nineteenth century.

Contemporary thought at that time went through an

upheaval under the influence of a keen interest in Neo-Platonism, with its
attendant renewal of interest in mysticism, idealism and particularly the
idea of an immanent God.
In 1830 there wa..s formed a rather loosely organized tlTranscendental
Movement" J la.rgely composed of the follovrers of such writers as Emerson,
Channing, Ripley, Margaret Fuller, BrOlffison. al'"l.d Hedge.
on the

If

Emerson"f. essay

Over Soul ll gives the essence of this movement, a combination of

the influence of the orient

~~d

ancient Greece.

Modern New Thought d,erived from this and is also influenced by the
doctrines of reincarnation, telepathy, and the like.
The Fundamental ,orinciple underlying e.ll New Thought ideas is that "there
exists an infinite and eternal spiritual principal of Beine;lI to which are
attributed the qualities of "omnipotence, onniscience, omnipresence."

(1)

"This Principle of Being is regarded as Pure Spirit • • • the essence
of Spirit being Mind • • • The Principle of Being is spoken of as a Univer£a.l
(1)

"History and Principles of New Thought" by W. W. Atkinson,
Holyoke, Mass: Elizabeth Towne Publishing Company
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mind.

Its substa.nce is regarded as Mental Substance. Its power is regarded

as mental Povler.

From tnis arises the statement that 'all is Mind,' includ

ing the manifestations, emanations or expres.sions of mind."
"Th4.s principle of B'eing is held to be one and One only. There being
nothing in existence other than this One Principle, the universe must be
regarded as necessarily an emanation, manifestation or expression of the One
Principle of Being.

There is nothing else for us to be."

Consequently if we are ill, unhappy, or unsuccessful, it is because we
are not mani.festing this "Power Wi thin" and we should take steps to place
ourselves "in tune with the Inf1nite. f1

Sone New Thought teachers say it can

be done by simply rela:.dng, thus removing the inhilJitions from the flow of
energy stored in the mind.

Others believe that the mind is influenced by

the Infinite Mind and, by makit it receptive, energy from without flows to
satisfy whatever need is present.
Thus there are proposed innumerable methods of developing, stimulating
or releasing the forces of the subconscious nd.nd, as well as methods of
tuningih with the Infinite.

Courses of instruction and lectures are given

upon such subjects as "Concentration,"

"RelB!Xation,"

"Releasing the Forces of the Subconscious Mind,"
to Get Anything you Want, II

"HoW" to Manifest,"

"How to Visualize, II

"How

"How to stop Worrying," and "How to Succeed."

Trea.tment varies with the school and may consist of relaxation with
the realization of the desired end in mind;

verbal treatment

Thought principles, as expressed by various writers or

~~th

pas~ages

New

frocl the

Scriptures, meditation; visualization of the desired end, as recommended
in the case of Jewish Science prayers, or active or passive repetitimn
with attention wholly concentrated on certain New Thought formulas such as
"I am

well~

"I am strong."

=1/:39

The Wew Thought follcrv,er believes that by exercising what he terms
his will and imagining faculties l he can accomplish anything he desires
to accomplish.

The capacity is either vnthin him, needing

released l or, if he believes, that it comes from without,
he need only place himself

~n

only to be
he feels that

the proper attitude of mini to receive it.

Relaxation may be of various degrees l varying fram the substituting of a
calm state of mind for a more active one, or

becamin~

so intense as to be

suggestive of a deep auto-hypnosis.
There are many variations wi thin the Nev. Thought Group, inclUding
such unusual groups as a Vedanta SocietYI a sufi center l teachers of the
Yogi philosophy and various
I~

modifica~ions

of these and others.

is difficult to estimate the exact number of followers connected

with this movement l but the number must be large.

At

~!e

1925 annual con

vention of the International New Thought alliance, 10,000 persons
present.

we~e

Its teachings are promulgated through magazines with wide circu

lation, lectures, private courses, and individual instructions.

Its meet

ings are usually held in hotel parlors or lecture halls.
.
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The third important variation in this group is Unity of Scientific
Christianity with headquarters at Kansas City.

Applied Christianity,

this group believes, is capable of removing every difficulty in the world.
Especially is it effective in removing disease.

Christ preached faith

and by the application of this mental state systems have been developed
by which the patients mind becomes imbued with the idea that by communion
with God he may be healed.
be effected.

Methods are taught by which this communion may

The Material USed to develop these ideas is taken from the

Scriptures and from the "m'itings of various New Thought

v~iters.

The system

usually consists of daily reading along these lines, meditation on certain
appropriate thoughts, relaxation and affirmative prayer.

Treatment consists

ot relaxation, reading or listening to an appropriate passage .of Scripture,
affirmation, or silent prayer.
From the headquarters in Kansas City, a magazine "Unity" is pUblished
with a circalation of about 185,000.

Besides this, lectures and a. prayer ser

vice is maintained at the larger centers.

It is supposed that through its

literature,. lectures, guilds, practitioners and prayer service. the Unity
society reaches from three to five million people yearly.
The follOWing testimonials from issues of "Unityll indicate the response
received to the prayer service provided by headquarters at Kansas City.
Health
"Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio pra.yers for me.

About four weeks ago, I a.sked you to continue

I had a tumor on my breast, and ulcerated teeth.

much improved tha.t you may discontinue prayer.
and my teeth are very nearly healed.
'~ashington.Maine.

I alfi so

The tumor is entirely gone

Mrs. M.E.H.

II

(1)

Last spring I wrote asking prayers for the healing

of cancer and of gravel in the bladder.

I had suf~ered for four years and

had undergone two operations. I wish to state that now I am thoroughly healed.
I praise God for his ...· ronderfu1 healing, and I thank you tor your praJrers.

Mrs.

W. W. L." (2)

prosperity
"Los Angeles, California -When I wrote you asking for help, we were in
danger of losing our home.

We now have rented it for enough

to take

care

of the payments and we have moved into a ehe_aper place. We also had another

(1) "Unity"

(2)

publisj.ed 911 Traey st., Kansas City, Mo. May 1928, p 410

Ibid, P 468

:/141

pieoe of property on which we had been unRble to meet payments for
seven months.

We went to see the company about it and much to our

suprise they refunded our equity with interest.
us clear up the back payments on our home.

That money helped

This is a glorious answer

to your prayers, and my heart overflows with grutitude and thanksgiving.
F.E.T. " (1)
"Vlolfeboro, N.
let go and let God

H. - We

have experienced perfect peaoe since we have

manage our affairs.

We

r~d

wanted to sell our house

in the city and go into the country to live, but all efforts in that
direction proved unsuccessful.
this fall.

Finally we deopaired of getting there

As soon as w6 decided not to be am::ious over it, and to turn

our affairs over entirely to the will of God - 101

alonG came a customer

for our home and at the same time arrangenents were made Whereby we
go into the country and be

convenien~¥near to ~

ation of God' scare a.nd providence.

me the way to do God's will.
by 'Be still and know.'

P. M.

sister.

rr~y

'fuat a revel

I the.nk God a.nd Unity for showing

I am beginninG to realize l~t is meant

(2)

Natural Elements
"Hot SprinGs, Arkansas - Find enclOSed $50, my tithe.
he.s helped me more the.n I can ?8ssibiLy expreos.

Your I i terature

Trrere Vlas a dreadful hail

storm here and my car happened to be sitting out in the front yard.
of ice larger than a hen's egg fell thick and fast.
of mine in the Lordts hands.

I

placed everything

None of my property was damaged. while all

around there were battered roofs, bDoken windows, and danaged cars.
did

!:o~

forget to thank God for his protection.

(1) Ibid P 472
(2) Ibid P 375
(3) Ibid

(April, 1927)

Ll~~PS

Mrs.

A.W.e. (3)

I
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still another member of this group is Jewish Science.

It is a new

movement and one still numerically small but its suggestion for prayer
is so different that we quote at length.

If opinion has any place in a

paper of this type, it would be in order here to suggest that the

v~iter

believes that visualized prayer will become an increasingly important
method in religious and mental healing. At present it has very few friends
and most groups will indignantly disagree even with the suggestion here
made.

Yet the phenomena produced by Catherine of SicrL'1a when the stig

mata of the Lord were produced on her body and other simil'8,r, though not
identical phenomena, surely has some basis in indicating a power of mind
that can be of great use in the helpful direction of body processes by the
mind.
BUt to return to our main topic, New York has several active
Science centers, including a pra.yer clinic.
Rabbi Lichtenstein,

II

are always

Jffi~sh

"Jewish Science prayers," says

answered.~

Directions from the official book of the movement follows in part; (1)
"How to pray - The divine Mind communicates with the hum.e.n mind through
the ima.gination • • • • •
A prayer, therefore, should be offered in the form of a mental image •••••
A prayer for health is offered in a manner akin to the prayer offered
for any other need.

It consists of two parts; first, the visualization

of divine giving and those of mants receiving; first, the process of heal
ing; second the state of hea.lth restored through that process.

(1) "Jewish Science and Health," by Morris Lichtenstein, 1-;ew York, Jewish
Science Publishing Co. 1923
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"If any particillar organ of the body is affected, the affirmation must
declare tha.t health is saturating it, obliterat.ing all the defection and
suffering ..... If the heart is affected, affirm, 'The stre-am of Divine Health
is flowing into my heart, filling it with abundant health.' •••••.• This
formula. may be modified to be applied also when the ailment is in 'the lungs,
digestive organs, liver, kidneys, •••• any part of the body, care being tak
na~e

en to

the given part distinctly. As in all

from strain and distraction is

cauti~ned.

prayer~

rela.xation, freedom

The author further directs,'Re

peat the affirmation a number of times, slowly,

v~thout

the urge of making

many repetitions, but rather .'Ii th concentratioI: and emphasis upon each
word.'

The prayer should occupy about fifteen minutes."

The author states, "After each prayer, definite changes for the better
will take the place in his condition; pa.in will become less intense eac,h
time,

str6u~th

win supplant wC'J.kness. hope will replace despondency, and

well being vdll be regained.

-XXIIThe use of hypnotic sleep and post hypnotic suggestion is coming
o'r perhaps has come to have more of an historical than a practical connection
with reliGious healing.

The passing of older practices lC'.nd beliefs is

SUI:l

IT..ed ver;f effectively in .nBody, Mind and Spirit .. " previously quoted. (1)
"When Religion a.nd Medicine" was . . r ritten in the SUIlUner of 1907, hypnosis
suggestion, and the [l,pJllica.tion of the teachings of the New Testament were
the only formed psychotherrrpy kpown to us.

It is not surprising therefore

that the substrrnce of tr..a.t volume should ha.ve been devoted to the elucidation
of those themes, nor that our guides should have been Ja.net, Braid, Milne,
Bramwell, Bernheim, Ford,Moll, Lloyd Tuckey, and other leaders of this school.

(1)

op.cit. pp 193 -194

Since that da.te J both normal and medical psycholol?:;;'l have made incred
ible advances, vr.i.th the result that many of the theoretical views of
these authors are obsolete.

In normal psychology, the greatest adv~nce

has coms through the abandonment of associa.tion, sensationalisrl, or of
any other type of our psychic life, and through recognition of the in
stincts and emotions, with their unerrine; wisdom, their powerful urges and
strivings, as constituting the oldest and the most fundamental elements
of the soul •••••

As usual, the great innovator in this field was SigmWld

Freud, while among academic teachers end writers in the whole field of
psyohology, the first place !Il my judbl!lent, belone;s to William McDougall.
"After long and patient study of the literature of hypnosi_s, I have
oane to the conviction that we shall not know what hypnosis is, in either
its psychologica.l or physiological aspects, until we know what sleep is,
a knowledge which at present we are far from possessing.
""tfnidIl lJ;e began our work nearly twenty three years ago, both Doctor Mc'

Comb and I gave ourselves infinite trouble in attempting to induce hypnosis
in our patients, in order to present our suggestions in a compelling form.•
After a few years,

Yfe

learned that the suggestion itself is the active, re

medial agency and that the depth of
do with the results aimed at.

ir-duc~d

sleep has little if anything to

Only a small proportion of men and vronenare

capable, without drugs, of passing into deep hypnotic states, whereas almost
all persons can learn to relax and to receive specific and general help
through relaxation."
This relaxing treatment is described as follows: It is preceeded by a con
versation designed to put at ease the patient.

The patient is then addressed

as follows in a somewhat mononous voice:
"All the conditions are favorable.

This room is quiet and pleasant and the
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air is good.

You are restine; easily •••••••••• 1 shall put my thoughts

on relaxation and peace.

1

should like you to think of the same things,

and if you do so you will soon find a sense of comfort and well being
steal oVer you from head to foot'
"At this point I should probably take his h.e.uds, lift them, flex
the elbow joint and rotate the arms

seve~al

times until his arms and

hands were free from any tension. (This is important.)

I sh_ould cont.inue,

'Your arms, hands and shoulders are, perfectly relaxed.

I wish this feel ing

to pass over your

bo~,

especially over the large muscles of your neck and

the baok of your head.' (Where so many neurosthenics are conscious of pain.)
Again 1 should pause and lightly manipulate these muscles, which at the
beginning of a treatment are often as rigid and tense as a piano
at the end of a treatment are usually soft and flexible.

v~re

and

Then 1 should go

on, , I wish you to let your thought travel slowly dovmward over the parts
of your body, all the way

do~n

your back - the muscles and joints are re

laxing and your back is flattening against •••••• (Here follow detail sug
gestions as to now certain muscles and the mind are relaxing) •••• 'As your
other muscles relax, your eyelids do. (At this point I should gently stroke
them. )

They are closing, closing, elosing.

They are so heavy you ce.n hard

ly keep them open."
"This method of inducing relaxation and sleep •••••• forms a vehicle for
the inculcation of the specific suggestions which follow.
than this.

Hut it does more

Such complete relaxa.tion o,f mind and body has therapeutic value

of its own.'"
As a result of suggestions made in this way:
"pain is frequently removed, moods are brightened, natural sleep at
night often follows,

e~cessive

menstruation is checked, and evil habits

may no longer ens lave nor even a.ttract."
(1)

Ope

oit. pp 195-197

(l )
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-XXI II-

The interest in religious healing may possibly be said to experience
waves in which the emphasis is in certain directions.

At least now the

chief emphasis is upon religion as an aid in overcoming psychopathic states.
Oliver, Westherhead, McKenzie, Sadler and others publishing recent outstand
ing

books <renter their emphasis upon this phase of' religious healing. In

a conf'erence in the Interdenominational Pastorts Conference In the Presby
terian

Theolo~ical

Seminary of Chicago in 1930,

Dr. Sadler was asked the

following que1c;tion, ItVrhen a pastor prays, in a sick room for what results
has he a right to pray in the case, for instance, of an operation ir.. whic:h
a

near tuberculosi-s bone has been so·raped?"

His answe:r in substance was

this a God can cure organic disease but he (Dr. Sadler) has never seen an in..
stance of it.

But psychoneuroses, even such as hysterical blindness, can be

cured.
Dr. Sadler is a surgeon of repute who became much interested in the re
lation of mind and body in healing. He now has a large practice in Which he
deals with psychopathic cases.

For the last several years he has been deli.

ering a course of lectures as part of the regular curriculum for students in
the Presbyterian Theological Seoinary.
Emotional conflicts, suppressed desires, improperly sUblimated sex urges,
emotional repression, and other similar mental acts and conditions, say a new
group of psychologists and investigators as Janet, Freud, Adler, Sadler and
others, have often a distinct nervous or physical manifestation.

Or as Dr.

Sadler writes:
~'Our

repres3ed wishes survive secretly in some realm of the subconscious,

perhaps at a point of' fixation developed in the emotional experiences of

childhood and ultimately these forgotten impulses seek to

escap~

or find

expression in certain modified forms, in the language of the psychotherapist,
by displacement, distortion, and disguise, as well as by the symbolism of
dream-life and more definitely by means of the nervous symptoms and psychic
obsessions assooiated with the so-called neuroses." (1)
Dr. Sadler says there are ten groups of these
1.

The fatigue neuroses.

psychoneruoses.~.)

This group has eight or ten subdivisions.

A charaoteristic conunon to them all is a feeling of perpetual tiredness.
·2.
thenia.

The anxiety neuroses.
They are associated

This is the group formerly known as neuras

Wi~l

such physioal symptoms as aches, creepings,

crawlings, etc.
3.

The complusion neuroses, of which there are 150 varieties.

The physi

cal symptons here express themselves as impulses to pick the nose, bite the
fingers, twirl spectacles, etc.
4.

Inadequacy neurosis.

This is not quite an inferiority complex. In this

group are people who ce.n never learn not to be sensitive about t:'1ose slight
defects that normal people have and forget.

Th<iY are seclusive, "poor mixers"

and regarded as just a little bit odd.
5. Hysteria.

This does not necessarily mean one who is hysterical.

There

are three divisions.
a. Minor hysteria
b. Major hysteria.
body.

Thill involves loss of control over 30me part of the

It is out of this group that cures are made such as hysterical blindness)

cast away

c~utches,

cancer and tumors tlmt never were cancers and tumors at all.

c. Hysterical loss of memory.
6.

Simple depression

(1) Sadler, "~me S., l.1.D. "The Mind at Mischief" Funk and l"fagnalls Co., N. Y. 1929
(2) These Roints are from notes taken during a course of lectures delivered by
Dr. Sadler in the Interdenomination&l Pastor's Converencc referred to.
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7.

Simple

pa~n~oid.

They arc cranks.

Here "ie find those .rho are not sl'.bjeet to reason.

They are queer on some SUbjects and

nonl~l

on others. If

they can HoSten to reason on the subjecG on which thay are queer there is
hope. otherwise there is no hope.
8.

Drug habits, alcoholism.

9.

Sympathetic initabHity.

most frequently the

c~se,

Here various physical

conditions such as is

mucous colitis.

tiere Christian Science makes so much of its reputation, for here we find
physical aches and pains and incorrect organic functionings which are nothing
but neuroses brought on by childhood frights, drerofts, shocks, and emotional
disappointments.
10.

Lastly comes the insani"ty group.

Here are the subnorrnali tes ,sex perver

sions and the insanities proper, such as dementin praecos, the cs,use of fortJr
per ce,nt of the insanity, IIlftniac depressive, syphilitic psychosis,

and drug

psychosis. (1)
Dr. Sadler was asked in a discussioteriod some questions as those 'which

follow with their answers.
ttwhat is the nature of the ,function of religion - Le., the Christian re
ligion in effecting cures of psychoneuroses?"
!llswer:

Most neuroses are disintegrated personality.

furnishing a master motive.

Religion helps by

If not religion there would have to be some other

master motive.
"How does religion bring about changes in the various forms of mental
sickness?"
(1) This material and what follo-~ cone~ from notes taken du~ing a course of
lectures given by Dr. Sadler ~t the Interdenof:unational lunister t s confer
ence at the Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Chic~~o, i930
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Answer: By providing a logical and
vival value for primi. tive man.

s~ne

anawer to fear.

We have outrun that.

be changed to forethought but we are not succeeding.
to f1ear, it is aroused

oy

Fear had sur

Fear now should
H~ving

nothing

sham battles and vfhen fear thus aroused does

not work itself out by running , rapid breathing J etc., it crops out as
a neurosis.
will cure.

Faith is the oure for fear.

Faith even in a fake healer

We get faith like we get muscle.

Develop a stamina that

is willing to face .facts and flee from realities.
Question:t'How can a. minister recognize and locate those forms of psychoneu
roses for' the "h-ee.ling" of 'Nhich he is responsible?
a patient should be sent to a

ps~chiatrist?

How can he tell when

How can ne be nertain e.s to

the border line of his professional responsibility?"
Answer:

It is impossible to give a full answer to this.

mus-t use common sense.

Hear the story in full.

all has been said, then begin to prescribe.

The minister

Then ask for more. 'Then

First of all, find out from

the patient 'I'M t type of conflict the patient is strugglLlg . ..ri. th, then
provide

something to keep him busy.

to face faots and not flee from

Develop a stamina that is Willing

realities~

for there are people who are

very brave about death, but who will turn the whi te feather and are afraid
to live.
One finds as he listens to 'Dr. Sadler that he wonders
how little of this the average minister can use.

hoy, muoh or

One of the essentials

of this method is to encourage the patient to tell everything whioh he
feels is connected with tus case.

Sometimes they will talk for hours and

should be encouraged to do so if necessary.

Dr. Sadler advises too, tlmt

one have an office in which a wife or female assistant is within hear
ing or instant call

~o

prevent any complications or possibility of

scandal from actions of any hysterical woman client.

These and other

factors make the average minister feel that here is something which
involves too much for him to attempt to use except in a very elementary
way.

On the other hand, a knowledge of all this ma..tter 1s essential

for the minister, in order that 1/Jhen he meets people "Iho are afflicted
with any type of neurosis, he may deal ,dth them as skillfully as his
opportunity permits, for truly they need a physician for mind and soul
more than for body.
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XXIV
The last method of approach we called the conser
vative religious approach, altho this name might as well
be applied to variations of other methods.

Anyhow the names

have been applied only as a convenience in classifying.
Those who present this approach urge the helpfulness
of peace, joy, faith, and positive thinking in life.

They

use these not as the concomitants of a Christian life based
upon the commonly accepted evangelical theological structure.
Some quotations from the writings of Bertha Cond will ex
plain the trend of this

approac~

most concisely.

"Before we can rise to heights of faith
there are remembrances and pet sins to be laid
aside though they cling to us • ••• The scientific
ordering of our life because of a greatly desired
goal is a rewarding experience. Everything that
loosens the hold of the earthly pull makes one
that much more able to possess the powers of
Christ.
"The world is full of air beaters who fight
to no purpose. They are the nervous invalids whose
thoughts revolve uncertainly around themselves, aim
less and self indulgent. They are also the lazy
souls who are not in the rRce for anything~
liAs far as the mind and spirit control the
body, the counsels of religion are bound to be effec
tive for those diseases which come from the spirit
of feat', anxiety etc. There remains, however, a
realm of organic trouble which is controlled, in
so far as it cp.n be, by medical skill. In this
realm the mind is thus reinforced bv the wisdom
reveaoled through other experience minds." 2
This approach is carried out more specifically and is
made more independent of medical aid, tho not completely so,
1.
2.

Conde, Bertha: "A Way to Peace and Health and Power ll
Charles Scribners Sons ~ew York 1925 p. 125
Ibid p. 120
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or recklessly so, by the teachings of the American Guild
of Health previously referred to.

Its teachings briefly

given in a pamphlet should be quoted.

1

"In the morning fix one or more of the sen
tences for the day in your mind. (The sentences
are well chosen Bible verses).
t'Repeat them
the day.

...

as often as possible during

"At· some time during the da.y or evening •••
retire to a quiet place where you can be alone
and undisturbed. Assume the most restful and
comfortRble position. Relax as fully as possi
ble. Concentrate your mind upon the nature of
God, His love, His holiness, His power: then upon
your union with Him in Christ, the oneness of
your life with that of the Risen and Triumphant
Chri st. • .••••
"The object iE! to relate the Christian reli
gion to our everyday lives, to really live its
fundamental truths, to so practice the presence
of God as to make religion both a power and a

JoY·
From another pamphlet we quote.

2

t'you are not and cannot be sick -- not the
true you, Christ, the real self. Life cannot
be ill~ Do not then deny sickness in your body
but repudiate it as not belonging to the true
self, as not expressing God's will or activity,
as not being natural nor necessary. When you re
pudiate and disown sickness and all other evil
and imperfections and when you identify your real
self with the perfect Christ of ~od, then you re
lease the irresistible healing power of Jod."

xxv
Now we come to the fourth main diVision of our outline.
A brief resume will help us for so many independent and elmost unrelated factors are
1.
2.

i~volved

that it is hard to make

" A SpirituB_l Method" a pamphlet written b~T Franklin Cole
Sherman. Issued by thj American Guild of Health Cleveland,
Ohio.
"A Talk with an Inquirer ll C!Jpamphlet ',·:ritten by Franklin Cole
Sherman. Issued by the American Gliild of Hea.lth
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or keep in mind an outline.
Emrnanual L::iovement.

Part one concerned the

Pert two told of other friEt1cny or

unfriendly but related movements.

Part three presented

and analysed the approa,ch of the recent and growing number
of writers and practitioners in the field.

These parts

are the like three great main branches to a tree.

In part

four we WA.nt to group together a. number of independent yet
underlying f!'1.ctors and c:msiderations and conditions.

These

mifPt be compared to smaller branches growing out of any of
the main branches of the trae or out of the main bole itself.
Some of these belong to some generally accepted system of
knowledge.

Others are rather unusual and accepted only by

a limited number of authorities outside of those quoted as
authorities and regarded as such in the field we are inves
tige.ting.

XA'VI
One of these not very generec.lly acceptEd conditions
is the matter of demon possession.

Higher criticism of

the Bible, rationalism and humanism make Jesus' miracles
of driVing out demons one of the
miracles.

~ost

readily dismissed

A common explanation is that he knew better but

was merely using a terminology of his age when he was cur
ing by suggestion, people who were insane or victims of
various sorts of nervous conditions.
But one of the best German authorities in the field
of religious healing, also Dr. 11orcester, Dr. Oliver,
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John Wesley, and others accept the fact or the possibility
of the fe.ct

of·~.emon pos~

ession to the extent indice,ted

in the following para5raphs.

?rof. Janet of P&ris records

a CRse of demon possession which he personally treeted and
which resembles in essential features the

c~ses

described

1

in the Gospels.

A personal friend of the writer who is

a prominent pastor in Llilwaukee. while pastor in Buffalo
had a case in which the reectione

~ere

similar to

t~ose

recorded by irofessor Janet, by John '17esley, and in general
by all who have had experience with this phenomena.

Inves

tigation in this field are about like

in

lnve8tig~tions

the psychical field where investieators do not find enough
data to overcome a preconceived bias and final decision
must be reserved until more data is available.

Certainly

anough drta is at hand to warrant the

of some of

inclus~on

it in a paper of this kind.
John

~esley

reports no less then thirteen instances

of demon possession which came under his notice.

He writes

in 11is Journa.l of a visit to a wome,n in Bristol.
"It \VB.S not ep.sy for three or four to hold
her, especially when the name of Jesus was pro
nounced. ..e prayed •••• (Le.ter i':1 the day he re
turned) ••• She begRn screaming before I came
into the room, then broke into horrid laughter
mixed with blRs~emino grevlous to hear. One
who from many circamstances apprehended a pre
TI8.turp.l a8ent to be concerned in this. p"rking
'How didst thou dare to enter into a Christian?'
was ans~ered, 'She is not a ChristiRn. she is
mine.' Then another question, 'Dost thou not
tremble at this name of "Jesus"?' No words fol
1. "Nevroees and Idees Fixes" 1898 Chap. X Un Cas de
Possession et ll~xorcisme ~oderne.
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lowed, but she shTank back Emd trembled exceed
ingly ••• II. On the second d.8.y:.'esley prayed with
her again, ~':)'hen "all her pangs ceased; in e. mo
ment she was filled with peace, and knew that the
son of wic~edness was departed from her. II
Spealcine; of 8.lcholis:n .Jr. Oliver throVls in tIJis thought
as an aside.

"He does not do all these things (make t'"'.imself

drunk and run amuck) because he is a dev!l inc2.rnat e and
rejoices in ma:dng others

u:'~hp"PPYj

F..ltho it sometimes seems

as if the Devil had more to do with alcholic cases than we
1

realize."
Again Jr. Oliver writes:
"I have no desire to suggest the im90ssibil
ity of what theologians eall demoni~eal possession.
I have seen too ITI8.ny case s the. t at 1 eF st susgest
the unseen ~):;,"'eEtence of some inimicel foreign per
sonality hiding beneath the tormented pereonality
of the patient himself." 2
"I am often e.sked if I believe '~n "demoniacal
possession. II I usually ansv;er or try to answer
from my own experience with sadistic ases. For,
in some cases, there is such a sUEgestion of evil 
of evil for its o~~ sake - such 8. joy in the in
fliction of pain, that it seems ~~ if the patient
were really obsessed by some ev~l power. This is
especially noticGRble when suet. ' '_ pe.tient recog
nizes his tendEncies and is afr"id of them, real
izing himself that he is sometimes forced to do
certain things he hates, impelled by a force that
he cannot resist." 3
Dr. Worcester suns up a discussion of this matter by
writing.
suspens~on

"Cle?rly the last word has not been said and a
of

jud3m~Dt

on the part of those who have not

critically investigated the problem would be
4
until further l'ight is 51ven us. 1I

w~se,

at least

?sychiatry Rnd ~,;ental Hea.lth OllvE.'r, John :~e.thbone,
ChR s. ScribTIf:rs Sons ~~ ew York 1932
p. 109
2.
Ibid p. 33
3. Ibid p. 259 •
.•. d an d 0P
,~- i r it II -- p. 273
4 • "..."Doay, -~Ln

1.
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XA'VII
From Tih-:t hes e.lready been written
the varlous theories 8.nd

met~10r:: s

he~'e

concerning

considered it is self

evi:J.8Clt th8.t the subconscious mind has a tremendous in
fluence over the body and over the causinG and curing of
its diseases.

Consider2tion should accordin31y be given

to the nature of this subconscious, the power of the sub
COYlsctous and the general reltition of the subconscious to
bodily heE'lth.
( a)

To discover the nature of the subconscious in this
paper would c.?,rry us fctr into val£t and unchartered seas
for

~mong

psycholo5ists there is no aGreement as yet on

this snbj eet.

Three theories seems most senerally 8.ccepted

by the various authorities in the field of religious heal
ing, usually with their own additions and modifications.
Signeund Freud is the great pioneer in this 2rea of in
ve stigp., t ion.

In "Body,

1: 1~d

p,no: Spirit II we find thie tri

bute Given, "We do not honor Freud because of B.ny mystical
qualities he hRs discovered in the unconscious mind, but
b ecau 8e he proved 1t

R

exi stence • II

Freud s e6ms to rege.rd

the subconscious mind as a sort of store-house of rejected
ideas, as ps,rt of our !!1ind

~n

·which painful experiences,

condemned desires or conflicts which have torn us and
harmed us, lie buried.
ness, not as clear

These often come

th~u;hts

and

memor~esJ

~5ain

into conscious

but in syDptons
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of ,sychic dise8.se, in dr-eEIDs, in irrat:!. :ma.l
c~1arZed w~th

com:?ulsive thoughts

i~

ef:1otion,

fear~,

in

irrational

feprs, in pains p.nd other physical disturbances in the
so cp.lled IIhysterlc~l,II B.nd in depression, doubt and
uncertainty.
Since this subconscious area, apart from its power to
crel3;.te physical eyrn:Jtons, eVl-.ently h,'-'"s some rele.tion to
consciousness, Freud felt a necessity to differentiate a
portion of it.

This he name liThe Preconscious.

II

It con

sists of those memories which, tho buried, at any particu
lar moment, under certain circu!!lsta.nces B.nd under appro
priate stimulation can be revived.

Over this world of

the unconscious there is a ruler which Freu:i calls a

T1

cen

sor 'l but which ChristiE,ns call conscience.
This censor seems to have an ethical pur po se \7hi ch
S'0-.0\'78 up most clearly in our drearr.. :.ife.
obj ectionable

lc~e;c S

vlhic::;' would come from the subconscious

in dreRffis are tr{Ons f OrIned_ ·n~r t.h is

II

censor fl into scenes

c:nd lmAf':8s r:hich c.re less objectionallJe.
a

def~_n i. t

. is a very

Repungne.nt and

This leads to

e symboli sm (3.i scern~~ '01 e in drea.ms, a study \vhich
profit~ble

side issue from our main topic.

Freud, of course, is especially

~ot6d

because he

traces so much mental disturbance back to repressed sex
experiences.

These repressed sex experiences, both known

and unknown, reappea.r in consciousness not as clear thoughts
and meillorie8 but as symptJns of psychic d1seRse and

2S

other
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forms of the mental upsets

~'Je

here noted above.

Lany investigators now do not ascribe these sub
merged memories as totally to sex as Freud did.

Fri8hts,

fears, the accumulated experiences of a nature to develop
an inferiority complex, and other similar factors are be
lieved &lso to cause these psychic upsets.

Hence it is

that the field of mental healers who practice applied
psychology to any extent always try to discover the hid
den experience at the bottom of the trouble.
by ~uestioning

Some do this

under hypnotism, others by normal question

ing, others by encouraging the patient to talk until he is
literally talked down when this trouble causing sUbmerged
experience is very apt to come to light.
Another theory concerning the

m~ture

of the subcon

SCious is thct resulting from the teachinGs of Professor
Jung.

Professor C. G. Jung

of Bunch.

w~s

formerly of the University

He 1s one of the most brilliant and original of

the followers of Freud.

Gradually he ce.me to mod ify some

of Freud's most fundamental doctrines.

Particularly did

he modify the doctrine of the sex origin of the psycho
neuroses.
method ll

Also he alaborated what he calls a "synthetic
His ":Jest contributions are not to case methods in

mental healing, however, but to the field of general psy
chology.
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One of his main contributions 1s concerning the two
types of personality, the

~xtravert

and the Intravert.

The Extra,vert is one whose m:;.nd is directed outward to
the external world and to society.
turned

inw~rd

regulat~on

The Intravert mind is

to thought, mediation and invention to the

of life by convictions and ethical principles

and so forth.

An easy distinction between the types is

made by taking Theodore

~oosevelt

and ',Joodrow ',Hlson 'of the

seconc~..

as typical of the first
By recognizing these two

types we have added to our ability to understand. human na.
ture and to perceive causss for peculiarities of behavior
which would other':; ise escape us.
since the differences between these types

~owever,

are not always clear and since many people indeed vary
from one type to another in different periods of their
lives Jung added to the formal distinction between these
types in the following way.
ae said there are four primitive functions which he
regards are incapable of further analysis ot simplifica.
tion.

These

funct~_ons

and Sensation.

are Thinking, Feeling, Intui tion,

These exist in every lndividual but Jung

was the first to point out that their effect will vary
enormously as one or tho other is predominant and i8 linked
with extravert or ::_ntravert tendencies.

Thus we must not

only distinguish between the extravert a.nd the intrcwert
bu.t between many vR.rietles of combinations of these four
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fundamental functions producing personalities.
Another Great ne me to follow these two is that of
Alfred Adler of Vienna, f·ounder of another system of
Psychie.try •. His most important vlOrk is "Theory and Pr8.c
tice of Individual FsycLoloSY" (EnGlish

Tr~_nslation

1929).

He attempts no system of medical psychology like Freud.
His work is resolved into a very flexible techn1cue adapt
ed to tr.e C8S6e "... ith

r~t:'ch

h;O' 18 c.erllng.

Patients are

not clessifi€Q but e8.ch patient comes with hiE. own CE-r
tE. :1..?i protlcI1E ;:-1-;1121:.

to stUdy and solve.

J~c1..1t'j~

'.:rCi!:!:

{("I

L ".tl l i : '

classification

His treatment begins with a considera

tion of the present disabilities of his patients, from which
he works backward, to the causes and origins in the past.
The sexual motive, unless it is plainly indicated by the
patient's present condition, is not the object of his par
ticular consideration.

He regards, for example, bed wetting

in children as due to "organ inferiority" in the ur1n.ary
tract, not to desire for sexual gratification.

In his two

leading works I. there are three leading thoughts presented.
In his work on "organ Inferiority" he holds that a
sense of organic weakness in childhood or in youth may re
sult in psychic and mental disturbances later.

Most phy

sicians would regard the psychical malady as a manifestation
of physical dise88e or as invariably caused by physical
weakness.

His theory on the contrary is that physical

weakness in childhood, which, in most cases is due to
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" organ inferiority" tends to produce a sense of in
feriority in the child's mind, which in Adler's opinion,
is the sole or leading cause of every psycho-neurosis.
His second thoughtpresented amid the fine reasoning
in his "Individual PsYChology," is the assumption that a
large proportion of children are obsessed by a feeling or
delusion of greatness or by a great desire to lift them
selves above their fellows.

This idea is Quite different

from the generally accepted ideas in this type of psycho
logy and does not seem to find much credence given to it.
Adler's third proposition which regarded by most
critics as his best and by \ome as the only one of value
is that:

every normal

c~ild

at a comparFtive early age

desires freedom to develop and pursue what Adler calls its
"1ife-ling -- that is, those objects and elements of the
environment which attract it and help it on its way.

Adler

regards with the same importance as Freud the early exper
ience of a child.

However, he disagrees with Freud in that

he does not give nearly the same value as Freud to the childs
first expressions of will.proclivities.

He holds that if

the child finds the world a happy place, he will learn to
love it and life and he will develop alcng normal lines.
If, on the other hand, in its eprly efforts to develop the
child is denied freedom anQ is forced into some other mold
or is sternly repressed or overwhelmed by a more powerful
personality, the child will become discouraged.

1.

It will

Studie uber (:ie =:l\lderwertigl{eit von Organen, and Indi
vidual Psychology, English Translati~n, 1929
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probably abe,ndon its "life-line, II
aCQuire

R

it will ('1.uic(ly

sense of inferiority which may

through life.
cause a

c~nd

c~~ld

8.cco~~eny

~t

Such a thwarting of its will may easily
t

eevelop into a psychopathic personality.

The child will subconsciously
the conditions wit:'1 which

~.t

pre~~re

expedients to meet

is confronted, and they after

wards become symptoms of its diseaee.

A child so beset

will not infreauently capitalize its sense of inferiority
to gain consider8tion it could not gain in any other way.
Rest, food. medicine. seem to be powerless to remove a
state of invalidism created in this way by the mind.

On

the other hand if the patient discovers what Freudians
call "the Plentel mechanism" through which these symptoms
were formed then the physical ailment beGins to pass away
and the mind of the patient, freed from its debilitating
sense of inferiority, recovers normal tone and cheerful
ness.
In addition to these theiries of repressions and the
ill effects fromtthem several minor additions to the gen
eral conditions convered by these theories should be noted
briefly.
The influence of the parents upon the children in
their early life has much to do with their reaction upon
the world at large.

In every child there are latent or

active both the self assertive

o~

masculine tenQencies and

the protective or feminine tendencies for psychologically
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we Rre all bisexual.

In the proper development of these
m~y

natural sex tendencies there
exercised by the parents.

be very harmful influences

A boy may become so dominated by

the fear of hiB father, bece'.use of the latters harsh demands,
that he shrinks to the protect jon of his mother and never
develops the masculine chnracteristics which are needed to
playa man's pArt in life.

So too there is a mother fixa

tion resulting in mental injury, and other

~i~ilar

phenomena.

So, too, the minister who practices mental healing will
encounter two other sex affected types, the invert and the
prevert.

The invert is the one who is sexuctlly attracted

by the same sex.

The pervert is the one who sex activities

are turned c.side from function from nor8al desires and
gratifications.

They represent

varific,~tions

of our main

sub ,1 ect which are 1m)ortant enough for eli scus 8i on in prac
ticp"lly eyery book wrItten upon the SUbject of reliG1.ous
and mental healing.

Dr. Oliver's book, quoted above, h~s

two long chapters which are especially clear and helpful
to the practitioner of reliGious he'Filing who need.s informa
tion along these lines.
.;

II

(a)
As to the power of the subconscious which has been
given as the second

~Joint

in thls chapter on the n3ture

and functions of the subconscious, several illu.strations
can easily be given of the enormous
scious mind over the body

whic~

pow~r

of the subcon

amounts at times to the
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taking even of life itself.
An amusj.ng CD,se of the !!Jwer of

sUGge~tion

by Gillet, one of the pupils of Coue:

is reported

Once on a holid&y

excursion 1:e was awakened by a violent paroxysm of e.sthma
from which he

w~s

a sufferer.

He was in great distress

from lack of breAth 2nd 30t out of bed to 0gen the window
for more air.
matches.

But he could find neither the window: not

3e felt about in the dark room feeling if only

he could get more air he would be better.
came upon a pane.

~hen

.h.t lr.st his hand

he could not discover the lock he

took a slipper and broke the pane.

Again and again he

drew deep breaths of what he thOUGht was fresh air.
throbbing in his temples

c~Gsed,

he

cli~bed

and slept quietly until the next norming.

The

b&ck into bed

But when light

came he discoveredhe had broken a glass case enclosing a
clock.

His mind had accepted the idea

th~t

fresh eir was
1

flowing into the room 2nd thus he slept soungly!
Df'. Sadler of ChicP.go reports in an a.rticle in "The
American Eagazine" of August 1923 an instance of where a
man who had been in an accident was blind in one eye be
cause of, what he sEd.d, was a splinter of steel in the eye.
Occuliste who had examined it reported that no foreign ob
ject was there.

Dr. Sadler's examination

foreign body present.

~lso

found no

BelieVing then it was a case of

hysterical blindness brou[nt 8,bout by the action of the
subconscious.
I..

Dr. Sadler told the man to return the fol-

Suggestion and Auto :3ugsestion

Baudouin

p. 92
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lowing day when he would have a magnet
out the steel.

~resent

to draw

iihen the man returned he found Dr. Sadler

had a large, hollow, horse-shoe shaped piece of wood.
Dr. Sadler seated the patient in e chair opposite this
magnet.

1-:e told the man thc.t he would turn on a current

of electricity.

~ben

this lighted a bulb-an the wall oppo

eite it would also set up a magnetic pUll in the horse-shoe
which would pUll the steel out of the eye.

The switch was

turned, the bulb li8hted,and the mB,n be3Fn to see with the
eye which

h~d be~n

blinded.

The subconscious mind had

really caused the eye to be blind and then when it was over
powered by the new idea the blindness thus falsely created
was removed.
A hundred hospital patients were given a mild. mixture
containinc; nothing but sugar End water.

It was then pre

tended that the mixture contained an emotic administered
by mistake.
sic k.

Eighty out of the hundred were imrnedlctely

Their minds accepted the idea that the mixture was

an emotic, e.nd so great is the influence of the mind over
1

the body that the physical reaction of sickness followed.
The follOWing detp-.iled experience thrQl.I,'s
upon the influence of

t~e

8_~_ded

light

subconscious, comins as it does
2

from the leader of the Emmanuel

~oV8ment.

"People are greatly impressed to-day by
the discovery of the effect of the secretions
1.
2.

Nerves in Disorder
Body, Uind, Spirit

Schofield, A.T. p. 139
7l0rcester a.nd LcCo:nb
p. p. 15
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of the so-called ductless glands on our
psychic state~, but beyond Question our
mental and mor8.1 condi tion affects these
glands, just as it affects our appetite,
our cRpacity for wo~k and our slee~. ~or
these reasons I am const~ntly Rsked by
physicians to cooper2te with them in improv
ing the psychic and moral condition of their
patients with a vie~ to increasinc their chances
of recovery. PGrhaps I may cite a s~ngle ex
~mple.
SeverDl years ago a surGeon asked me
to go to the Eye and Ear Infirmary in Boston
to see a girl of tvelve or thirteen ye2rs of
age who had been suffering for a week from con
vulsive vo~iting following a double mastoid
operation. He told me that the child hed been
able to retain no nourish~ent, that she was
completsly exhausted by the long continued
spastic condition, and ·t~at unless she could
obtain sleep and retRin food, during the nezt
few hours, he thousht she would die.
When I entered the room I saw a sad si&~t.
The little girl wasted to a skeleton, bent back
ward like a bow, was still feebly vetching. Her
weeping mother held her by one arm, the nurse by
the other. I asked t~ese women to withdra~ to
the other end of t~e room, sat down by the child
and said I would tell her a story of how bears
made their dens in the winter and that while I
told it she woulQ fall asleep. I continued to
reiterate how the bears Dot sleepier and sleepier
and thpt she would be sleepy too. In about five
minutes this sU3gestion Degan to take effect.
The little girl relaxed her wasted body and slept
profoundly. I then suggested to her tha.t she
would sleep for about thr8e hours and that when
she a~·'VOI{e her sto:rnach would be perfectly qUiet
and th8.t she would feel hungry end that she would
askr her m'Jther f8r food a.nd that herhnother would
give her all she wanted. Before lea~in8 I in
structed the mother and nurse not to di~turb the
child until she awoke of her own accord and then
to give her in reason, anything the child wished
and to let me know of her cond~tion before I went
to bed • .At about ten o'clock th8.t night the mother
informed me on the telephone t!1.8-t her daughter }'I~d
slept three hours and that on wak1n5 she had sa
II~Iamma,,,my turnmie feels 50od.
I WA:~t so:nething
to eat.
Accordingly the nurse 8Qve her a bowl
of mill and 8. ppckage of soda biscuit. ~fter
finishing" these, the child said, "I want another ll
and they gave her a second supply which she di6
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'Oos:d of. Then she said "I 'l,vant a bottle of
ging,er ale. Her iii lther feal'ed this :night be
excessive, but, inasmuch as by that time she
had begun to regard the child as enchan~3d she
g~ve her a glass of this bever~ge.
The child
immediately went to sleep Bg~ln, awoke feeling
bright and \';el1 the next de.;T and without an¥."
set-back was restored to usual oood health. I
One more illustration from the same source should be
1

added because it is so unusual and yet convincine.
"S ome yeRrs ago, II says Dr... orcester, lias
I was about to stEi.rt for Ca.lifornia 8. phy si cian
telephone me and infol~ed me that he had a very
ill patient in the Massachusetts General Hospital
who had not been able to obtain natural sleep for
some time. He said that drugs had lost their
efficacy and thE'.t unless this woma.n soon found
herself able to sleep she would probgbly die. I
was obl~'.ged. to tell him that my reservations had
been ~ade to California, and that the car was at
the door to take me to the station but that if
he wished me to do so, I would ask Dri McComb to
go at once to the hospital. It was a very stormy
night in January. Dr. hcComb, I imagine, was not
too well pleased to be su~noned out after a long
Sunday in Church, but in a short time he sallied
forth and appeared at the Phillips House. He en
tered the outer 1"0 om, where he found t~70 physicians
and some nurses. Having divested himself of his
overcoat and galoshes, he quietly followed a nurse
to the patients bed chamber, remained there per
haps five minutes and on emerging without speaking
he began to put on his ~reat coat. The physicians
in charge said to him, f Dr. LlcComb, where are you
going? tl To vrllich he replied, "I am t ired and I
am going home to bed.
The doctore answered, "I
am sorry to hear you SbJ so. I thought if you
would come you would try to do some good." Br-.
McComb 8"nswered, "':7hen I left your patient she
seemed to me drowsy, but perhaps you had better
go in and look at her yourself." The physician
went quietly to the bedroom. On his return he
said, "Man alive, she I s sound asleep~ Before you
go home tell me how you did it and why I couldntt
do it." Dr. i~cComb said, "That was eaey. I sat
down on a chair beside this woman and took her
hand. I said to her: Dear lady, you1re tired
1.

Ibid

p. 207
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and 1 have come to bring yo~ sleep. I am going
to recite the Twenty-Third rsalm to you and while
I am repeRting it you will fall aslee~: And ehc
did so." The physi cian rema.rked, II I ''Ve often
heard about these Psalms, but I didn't suppose
they were e.s good as that."
XA'VII
(c)

Our last point under this chapter of the influence of
the subconscious is the relation of the subconscious to the
genral health.

The Quotation given below from

~eatherhead

1

gives about ae Bood a

sum~ry

of this as we can present.

II Spiritual hee,ling is thus a
comTllementary
method rather than a senarate art, and, as far
as one can see, it w·ll never supersede the pra.c
tice of medicine and surgery, because it has its
own province in which to work. Let us ask next
what this province is?

To do this let us divide all dis8pee ~nto
two rough cl~ssific&tions, and spe~k of physiogenic
trouble and psychogenic trouble. Of course as the
words suggest physiogenic trouble m€an~ trouble
the root of which is purely physic~l, as ~hen a
man breaks his leg at Rugger. Psychogenic trouble
means trouble the root C8.use of which is in the
mind. (1 did not say the brain). ~orry, fear,
shock, often oring on physice.l sy·::ptons. In mak
1ng this classification we must be cpreful· not to
stress it. We must note that psychlc trouble may
ensure on physical injury and illness, as well as
physical trouble on psychic conditions. II
In B foot note on the same paGe Professor Jeatherhead
adds
"A 1""c1t of balance in the proportion of
glandular secretions brought on by physical
.
changes, exhaustion, wrong diet, may so disturb
the metabolism of the body that the whole mental
and spiritual outlook of the patient are distorted
One doctor writes of a CRse he had where a man's
1.

Psychology in the Service of the Soul, Leslie D.
iliacMiller Co.
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happiness and that of his fa':1ily J his affections,
and even his religious belief and faith in God
was imperilled by the fact the,t he W8,S not drink
ing enough water to keep his blood pressure at
the proper height. II
XXVIII
The power of the subconscious is r eveeled in another
W8Y

by evidences v,'e see of hidden pO'l'lers in man.Je see

this illustrated by a mother who is apparently at the end
of her endurance so far as physical
of her family is concerned.

l~bor

in

tak~ng

care

Then several of the children

become ill and her labor is increased greatly.

But in spite

of the fact that it seemed as though she could do no more.
now she does not think of herself or of her exhaustion.

She

has a sense of some new power and this stays with her untill
the emergency is passed.
In times of emergency people lift objects and carry
them from a burning house thRt in calmer moments when the
emergency is over they are unable to lift and return to
their former place.

Experiments show that the strenGth ex

erted by a subject under h;rpnotic influence is approximately
one third greater than the normal strength.
Professor

':~alliam

James pUblished

8.

ma.ge.zine article

many years ggo ent i tIed liThe Energies of Man.

II

In it at one

place he says "most of us do not live' wi thin sL::ht of our
limitations."
The practicEd use that ce"n be fiB.de of this is the,t
we ca,n lee.rn to live st lower tension.

By this is meant
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~ll

the interworking of
haste or anxiety.

our powers without a feeling of

Lessons Rre

u8u~11y

needed in practising

the art of relp,x8.tion E'.nd it is here th8.t the

pr~tctitioner

of relie;i ous healing ce.n be of much help not merely in the
regaining of heplth but in the keeping of an oriBinal condi
tiOn of good health.

!t is surprising how much of the Bible

emphasizes both by precept Rnd example this way of living.
Jesus S8.ys for instance "Peace I leave '.'7~_th you: my peace
I give unto you: not es the world biveth, give I unto you.
Let not your he8.rt 1:;e troubled neither let 1t be a.fraid. II
This peace was a perEonal inner pee,ce atte.ined even with
a knowledge of his strugsle in the Garden of Gethsem2ne
and on the Cross irnmedi8-tely before him.
of attaining joy, the PS8.1mist S8.y s
everlp at ing arms,

II

So Po:,ul speaks

;/Undernee~th

us C'.re the

the t"1enty third Pselm sgeaks of the

protection of the Good Shepherd, Job sess God in a storm
and 1s satisfied, end so

p.~ny

other Bible passages could

be added rr:1:1.ch 3i\Te direct help to the one desir!ng help
from religion in leernin3 to live at a Imver tension.
One reason that the so called healing cults have grown
so rapidly is thRt people have felt a lack in the teaching
of evalli3elical congresations for help in
peace.

~tteinin6

inner

Two well educated me;]bera of the Christian Science

cult who attended

~orship

services in my congregation in

which they hear'd me em:?hasize this phEse of the Christian
life, told one of the elders of my church thst if our con
1.

John 14: 27
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greg2.tion had formerly had a message like that that they
nembershi~

would never have tRken their

to the Christian

Science religion.
The cultivation of COUr8.z.;6, pecce o!1m:i.nd, purity,
cheerfulness, forgiveness, and

confidence,

is vEry dis

tinctly an important phpse of the teachins mission of the
church.

XXIX
There 1s a
~ithout

Gre~t

therapeutic value in confession

the addition of any

R~co~panying

moral instruction.

Dr. Ee.rry Emerson Fosdick recently brour;ht this to the
attention of the Protestant Church by
need for a Protestant

conf8ssion~1.

h~s

article on the

The Protestant mini

ster vlho lets his people know the.t he is \'iillin:::;ly access
ible for perEonal conference Hill d.iscover c_n enormous
field of helpfulnees gradually o:?e~'.ing for him.
1

choloEY :"'.n Service of the Soul 11

In "psy_

there is ~, ':.;hole chapter

devotEd to the subJect "The '1,,,lue of Confession.

II

In this

ch!?,pter the cn.lthol"' (!lJ,0ter: well ltno\m authorities in liter
ature as
sUbj eet.

sU~'):9ortlnG

~:e

the thougl1t expressed in the chapter

quotes the following:
"Bacon

SE"J'

s:

'This coc~unicatin3 of man's self to
his friend ••• cutteth brief in half~~. I
lISpenser has this line:
'He often f~_nds present help who does
his grief

im~art.'

" Sh2Jcespee.re

says:

'Give sorrow words:
1.

by Leslie ·,:eatherhe8.d

~_I8.cmll1cm co.

the grief that

1930
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does not sneak

~is~ers the o'er frauht heart Rnd

bids ).t bre81c: n

.

llany who have had friencily contact s with peO"Jle have

h;:".Q experienceEJ in wr.ich

Ec

has relRted

.

~is

troubles in

man hac come for ['.(vice.
det~il,

He

and then before advice

can be given him he says that he now sess the solution.
The brin5ing of the full experiences to light has helped
enough that now he sees the solutiOn.
Profeesor ·,-;es.therhead at another place gives an
illust~ation

press ion

0

showing how an unconfessed sin became a re

r mental boil producin5 Cl.t lec'.st the outward
1

semblence of physical illness.

"A lady who he8rd me lecture on psycho
therapy asked me to GO to a tor:n fifty miles
away to see her Gardener. The c&se may be
summarized briefly. He had been in her employ
over thirty yeE_rs, and had worked well till the
last three yearp. During that time he had be
come morose, sulky, brooding. He cooplained of
a pain in the chest, and c~uld not Co his work.
Several doctors had overhauled him without find
ing anything wron~. The l~st had told him he
was a lazy deVil Rnd should get up and work. For
a number of weeks his employer had had him e.t a
convalescent home where he got no better. Hhen
I saw him -- and I went with great misgivings 
he was in bed, for a time we got nowhere. He
would not speak save in monosyllables. I intiu
tively felt that he needed God more than any
elaborate trec.,tment. \V1 thout asking permi ssion
I prayed with him. Then I got up, and ~arneBtly
inVited him to tell me what was on his minQ.
Out it all came, higgledy, piggledy, in a tor
rent of words, sometimes choked with tearB. It
was a pretty ghastly story and I wont r~peat a
fact of it. Then I spoke of God's forgiveness:
of its reality and power. I !fat him to pray,
not asking for but taking God s forgiveness.
2.

Ibid

p. 11
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Suddenly he said, 'The pain in my chest has
gone.' I went down and told his employer that
he would be better: and while we were still talk
ing in the hall, he came down dressed in his work
ing clothes, and his fe,ce was radiant."
Care must be taken

i~

the matter of confession that

there is no habitual spinning out of Ell the det8.ils which
thus produce a suggestion

invitin~

a continuing in sin as

they are presented to the mind.
Dr. Jung is ouoted by Dr. 1\:cDougall as saying "One
can easily understand

wh~t

it means to a patient when he

can confide his experiences to an understanding and sym
pathetic doctor.

His consciousness finda in the doctor a

moral support against the unmanageable effect of his trau
matic complex.

No longer does he ste.nd alone ae;ainst these

elemental powers but a trustworthy man reaches out a hand,
lending him moral aid in the battle against the tyrannical
oppression of the uncontrolled emotion. II

J.

One can see how even much more the sincere prayer of
confession would be of help.

xxx
Ce~tainly

one who thinks intelligently and at length

about religious healing asks the question "What is the re
lation of prayer as an objective force to the healing of
disease. II

Here of course we touch upon another greatly

debated field, for there are many Christians in the moder
nistic and humanist group who say that prayer has merely
1.

Outline of Abnormal Psychology

p. 463
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a subjective force and has no objective value.
But if it were in place here to enter into this dis
cuseion we could present many instances of where prayer
has accomplished certain definite objective ends.

We have

sufficient theological backing and backing in the field
of religious thera.peutics to have taken for granted the
objective working power

o~

prayer.

How it accomplishes

things outside of the person praying we do not know.

But

there are many things in this field we are investigating
which we do not know.

The cause of C8.ncer is a mystery.

The reason why certain serums have a curative effect on
certain diseases is a complete mystery.

We do not know

anything definite about electricity, a great curative agent,
as well as a great world force.

So our ignorance as to the

why and how of operatton of prayer can properly leave us
unabashed.

~e

know we are living in a spiritual universe

and prayer is a spiritual force.

ie know we dont get every

thing we pray for but we dont get all the music '..· e tune in
for on our radios and yet we do not disc8.rd our radios.
To wander further into a discussion of the effect of
prayer as humanists and conservatives discuss it would be
amiss here.

Let us discuss prayer as an objective force

in religious healing.

The followinG is a Quotation from

the well known Dr. streeter.

1

liAs a matter of fact, whether it is because
when we pray for others we B.re less blind to their
real and highest needs than when we pray for ourI.

Restatement and Reunion

B.tl. Streeter

p.

17
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selves, or whether it is bpcause such prayers,
being more disinterested, ~re more truly prayers
I in His name I ~
it is the expe rience of 7cany with
whom I have spoken on this subj eet tn.at such
prayers are answered too often and in too striking
a way to ma.ke the hypothesis of coincidence at
all a possible explanc?tion. If
A teacher in philosophy writes
"Roughly speakine; it is sRfe to cla.im that
very many functiona]_ d ise&.ses can be cured by
means of pr2yer. Function~l diseases may be de
fined as those in which no or8pnic tissue has
been destroyed so that the organs remain intact,
but in which their activity is defective or in
some way irregular ••• There is of course no rea
son why a patient suffering from a functional
disorder should not earnestly pray, togethe~ with
the members of his family for his recovery. Such
prayers all the more will assist in affecting a
recovery if good nursing and competent medical
~.ttendence are also employed. 11
1
As to organic diseases the same man says
"It is well known the.t tb..e progress of all
incurable disease may be somewhat c~ecked if the
patiEnt remains in R cheerful state of mind, and
that his courage and confidence increase his chance
of recovery from an infectious fever or a surgi
cal operation. So that whj_le the power of prayer
in such cases is restricted, it may be of assis
tance in connection with other ?iKencies." 2
illiam James said thB.t prA.yer for the sick
be encour1'l.ged

R..S

a

thereE>..~Jeutic

factor of moral health in the
II

measure.

perBon~

11

should

Being a normal

the omission would

3

be deleterious.
quoting again an authority in the field we are lnves
t i(3E.t ing, the leader of the Emmanuel Uovement, v{e read,

lIInstances B,re within the knowledge of the
1.
2.

3.

l Studentts Philosophy of Religion - ::/right
A Student&e Philosophy of Religion - .-lright
V2rleties of Religious Experience p. 463

pp. 270, 271
pp. 270,-271
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A very generally }::nown illustrstion of the effective
ness of prayer is that

rel~ted

by Dr. Stanlty Jones.

hj,s herlth was bree.king because of

~'rorkin5

TIhen

A,nd overwork he

stood on the poroh of his cottage in India. and. told God
he could do no more.

'rhen in 2.nser to thF"t )r8,,18r he heard

an assurance that he should lap,ve thgt mgtter to God.

After

a short re st peri od he went back to hi S '.''iOrk, a.s strenuous
as evsr, and hRE suffered no injury since to his health.
Some psychologist s of course
tive experience.

'N~;uld

explain thrt as a subj ec

Other workers and wrtters on the subject

of religious hee,ling 1.'rill maintain thet it

an objective

VIC,S

answer to prayer comine; from a. personal God.

As we said.

before, a study of our subject leads us into v8.rious psy
choloGical and theolosical controversies.
of wr:1,ters such as ':7hitehe8.d, J::ans,
~nd

~he

~~illilcan,

recent trend
Eddingon,

others is distinctly toward belief in the reality of

a spiri tual universe and j,n such e. univerra prayer a s a
sUbJective force WDuld finel a vital place.
could ad.d me:ny illustrations to

ShOVl

I-leam7hile we

th8t in the field v;e

re investigating prayer is 1'e8lly e, force tha.t proves true
the old tirJe wall motto "PrE'~yer chan,3es things."



XXXI
Several times mention has been made in this paper of
tbe

confl~,ct

bet' ,een the method.s and theo!"'ies of pref'ent

day lep-dere in the field of our

investig~ tion.

i1e would

like to quote here from one of these leaders to subst&ntiate
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l.on of the writer.

th~:=

"Psychotherapy, like all ner: movements has
its dangers. The theories of June; and Freud, and
others of the psycho-analytic school, are by no
means all consistent, either TIith themselves or
with each other. The partisan is liable to be
too readilY convinced that the c~se before him
typifies F'r-eud' s teaching, while enother would
d1aenose it in terms of JU!1g'S or of .11.dler's
theories, 8.ccordin(3 to his own partiality. He
need those who undertp..ke this v<fOrk to be friends
of all and the adherents of none, to be ready to
use hypnotism, suggestion, free association, word
association, or any other method of psychotherapy,
and to ignore the fact that some schools hold to
one and desnise the other. The mental healer
must be eclectic in hi s method. II 1
XXXII

Likewise in the chapter of this paper discussing
"Je'?!L9h 5cience ll the assertion

VTaS

the mind could control in some

w~ys

well as functional

d~seRse.

made of a belief that
at least, organic as

So here we would like to prG

sent some authority for believine tha~which is now a belief
Which hss far more enemies than friends.
2

'7eatherhead in the Appendix to his book quoted above
tells how the flow of milk in a nursing mother Vie,s sttmulated
after Dhysical
gives

t~eee

fa~led

to restore this flow.

He

other quotations Which we append here along

with some words of his

O~TI.

flIt 1s noteworthy thr:.t Coue would not re
cognize a liwitation of his met~od to psychogenic
disease. iUs book "Self L:'?,stery Through Conscious
Auto Suggestion contaL~s ~1Y instances of the cure
of alleged physiogenic dise~ses (e.~. the cure of
1.
2.

Psychology in
Ibid p. 213

Ser~ice

of the Soul

ea·therhead

Foreward p. X
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club foot po 47).
'I confess' says Principal
Cairns in his recent 2~':1d importl'mt book, TIThe
Fe.ith that Rebels" th[.t unless one 9c<1s6Ssess a
comforta.ble ~ priori, theory which enp,bles one
sptisfRctorl1y to decide as to wh~t is or what
is not tr~e beforehand, it is extremely diffi
cult to eacape fram the conclusion that diseases
usually called or3anic som~times yield to (psyche
10":':iC9.1 met':Lods o..s certaJ.nly 8.S J!'lB.,::ty that are
called
functionRI. " 1
8a.ys Dr. Alfred
Illl;lent2.1 therapeuti cs:
Schofield, of Harly Street," are not efficacious
in nervous clisec.ses only' ::md he proceeds to
give cases to illustr~te his claim. Baudoin
would seem to tEke t~1e same view.
'1'16 he.ve to
note', he says, that there is no redlcEl diffe
rence between the action of suggestion When its
results ~re purelY functiona.l a:1d its action
when its' results 9re orgcmic. 1I
II. •• •
It may be that idec':J.s implanted in
a sU88esU.ble mln:':., or pres(nted to a lJersonali ty
strong in faith, will lead even to the building
up of cellular tissue in an organ diseased throuGh
)hysical ce,UBes. Boboer thOUght ffie.y yet rEvert
to Luther's saying, that if we have faith enouSh
to be healed, there is no dis eE' 8e fror'l which we
may not reuover' Rnd the dictum of the British
~,,~edlcal JournB.l thet tY,ere is no tissue of the
human body Wholly removed from the influence of
soirit 18 at leest a si~nif!cant step in this
direction." 2

XX~\II

I

All this :1ew and compar.-:. ti vely sudden interest in
religious healing is really

red1scoverv of an important

·oower and activity of the Ee.rly Church.
the early Church

Even critics of

mit its healing activities wh1clJ,bf course

are most generelly referr.r:3d to as the cnstinfil: out of evil
spirits.

Some of this expulsion of evil S0irits was l1kely

the genuine eXJulsion of spirits from those possessed, some
of it

WelS

the effect of sUGgestion, [illd some

1.

Pag~

2.

The Faith that Rebels

159

Cirns p. 78

WB_S

no doubt
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the effect of prayer.

In thls interpretation, of course,

as we ha-,;-e shown, there would he an endless variety of
agreement ~nd dispcreemAnt in the crlaotic condition of
agreement end disegreement now existing emong followers
of religious and mental therapy.
Harnack, a great critic of the early Church says
'tNo flight of imagination ca.n form any idaa of what would
have come over the ancient .world or the Roman Empire dur
1

ing the third Century had it not been for the Churcho lt
Gibbon mentions in his fifteenth chapter as the third cause
of the spread of "the miraculous powers of the primitive
church."

Among these he names the expulsion of demons,

but of course he dismisses the whole matter with a scoff
as a product of superstition.

The litereture of the

anti-Nicene period is filled mth a sense of conquest
over sickness, dlsease anr'J moral ills.
Irenaeus writin&! about lAO A.D. s~rys "Those who are
the true disciples of Jesus exercise in His name a healing
ministry according to the 8ift which each has received
from Him.

Some surely drive out demons, so that it fre

q'.lently happens that those thus purged from demons also
2
believe and become members of the Church."
Justin Martyr (128-150 A.D.) writing to the Roman
Emperor of his day gives the very formula which the exor
cist usedo

10
2.

He ~ya:

"Many of our C!u'istian people have

Expansion of Christianity
Translation)
Adversus Haeres6s Book II

Vol. I

po 161 (English
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healed a le.rge numoe:r{of demonlacs throughout the world
c~.'Sy,

and also in :rour o'l'm
of Jesus ChT:"ist
1;"!ho
-

'!!f)S

exorCl.S~.nf~

them in the

_.

~

crucl:'1en
urr'er Pont;.u8 Pilot."
.-----~.

TertullinD too refers to the power over evil
1

spirits possessed oy the ea.:t'ly Christians.
are fou.'l"ld a-Iso in Cyprian"
others.
beli~f

Re_ferences

Lactantius, Athaneauis, and

As late as the time of Augustine we find that
in the healing power of faith was still extant.

In his "Cit)T of God!· he d.escribes various healing wonders
of which he was an eye-witness and which weI'e done in
2

the name of Christ.
Exorcism and healing grsdually died out from various
causes.

One was the abuse to which it was subjected.

Another was the lncreasine secularization of the church
and the consequent loss of faith.
strangely growing 11811e1'
ness V,iere the

t~pt

Axn~e3sions

pain,

A third cause was a
dis~.9se,

and weak

of. the Di.vine -In,i111 Bnd 'Nere

even helpful to the spiritual life.
A most interesting and important item of history

however, follows and that is, that, whenever any out
standing I>eligioiUs personality appears there is always
a concomitant outburst of' healing power.

Such men as

Francis of' Assisi, Luther, George Fox and John Wesley
were all able in certain cases to restore health to
certain individuals with whom they came into contact.

1.
2.

Apology Chapter XXIII and Chapter XXXVII
Book XXII 8
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Many writers rec0gnize more or less specifically
that wherever there has been a revival of religious
living there has been an accompanying increase in the
sense of well being both in soul and body.

XXXIV
Another

fe~ture

of religious l1efllinf\ that is re

ceiving attentlcn is thRt of its relati0n to pastoral
theology.

Nearly every Protestant pastor makes pastoral

calls upon his members who are sick even if he makes
no other pastoral visits.

There is a great confusion

as to the value and purpose 'of these visits and as to
what should take place during the course of them.

Some

ministers so far miss the purpose and opportlmity of
them, that not only are their calls neutral but actually
negative in their effect.
grant Case of this.

I

have just learned of a fla

A pastor of a church in the city

in which I now reside, a man of experience and years and
pastor of a church of 500 or more members called on a
young woman physlcally 1'11 with accompanyIng mental
symptoms end a bl3c].q;rround of sexuAl s

~n.

He stA;red too

long in his visits and discussed \"lith her over 2nd. over
her symptoms in detail with such a depressing and excit
ing effect after he left, that finally he was not allowed
to enter the sick room.
My interest in this problem used as a sUbject for
this paper goes back to the time when as a college and
theological seminary graduate I began to make my

f~sit

'
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calls as pastor.
Bible and pray.

My training suggested that I read the
But what should I pray for?

Should I

pray for an immediate recovery and expect a miracle?
Should my prayer be an oratorical exercise for its
cheering effect upon the patient in a wholly sUbjective
way?

What was the use of prayer in a patient's room

where there was typhoid or measles, diseases which ran
a regular course?

W'ould prayer silOrten the duration,

or change the outcome, and what should be the subject
of prayer for a patient, say, who had a broken leg?
Again the thought ca.me, why did I call?

Some patients

are really made worse w5th some kinds nf calling.

Was

my c81Jing just to IAt the member know of my interest
or could I help?

·vvhy couldn f t

I help as much as the

disciples could on occasion when they cured?
Seeking some working basis for my sick.calling I
wrote to a relative, head of the department of practical
homiletics in a theological seminary of recognized stand
ing and other than the one of wbich I was an alumnus

0

He said there was very little published which would give
me an an~r to my questions but referred me to two books,
one then out of print and the other recently publishedo
And he really gave me a very complete bibliography, so
scarce was material upon religious healing as recently
as 1924 - 1925 - 1926.
and ~~ecHcine" by

l'

j

One of these books was "Relision

oT'cester, ~·~cComb anti Corie.t, now dis
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placed b JT Dr. Worcester I slater writings and especially
by the book "Body, Mind, and Spirit" frequently referred
to above.

The other was "The Way to Reace, Health, and
1

Power" by Bertha Conde.

Trines' books and some essays

of Emerson were about the only modern additions which
could have been made to the list.
From my interest in this, thus begun, I have made
my sick visitation a subject of especial interest.

The

publications of' The American Guild of Health I have found
most directly helpful.

I am planning noVl to leave in

all sick :rooms two 0f their namnhlets p;iving helpful
directions for direct prayer for

illnes~,

organic as

well as fQ'Ylctional a.nd also direction for the cuI ti va
tion of the mental and spiritual background most con

2
ducive to securing and keeping of physical health.
Where I have found those whom I believed to suffer
ing from psychoneuroses I have followed suggestions
made by Dr. Sadler in his book "The Mind at Mischief"
referred to previously.
the patient directly.

Sometimes I have made these to
Sometimes, feeling it was in

advisable for the patient to know too much, lest the
suggestion be negative I have left Dr. Sadler's book
with discreet members 'of the family who were instructed
to read certain portions.

At other times I leave Bertha

Conde's b00k referre<1 to shove.
1.
2.

I always ha,re two copies

Published 1925 by Charles Scribner'~ Sons New York
These pamphlets are "A Spiritaul Metnod !ind itA Talk
with an Inquirer" by Franklin Cole Sherman - American
Guild of Health - Cleveland, Ohio.
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of this book just for lending.

I make my sick calls

now to assure the ones who are sick of my interest as
representati veo!' the Church, to help them attain a
cheerful atmosphere conducive to recovery, and to bring
help thru a power which the pastor should possess per
haps a

littl~

more than anyone else.

I have had occasion

to use suggestion and auto suggestion with good effect.
Just recently a twelve year old girl in a highly nervous
state was hysterically weeping because of the death of
a llttle brother unner

eS.DflC lal1y

spo

c:L)"cumst~mces.

After I ha.d asked uermission to go to her room and help
and had received the permission I spoke to her about
stopping weeping for the sake of her mother who could
hear her.

vVhen she quieted a little I suggested she

should help me help her to go sleepo

I suggested to

her in a monotone. "Little by little I'm getting sleepier
and sleepier, soon 1 1 11 be asleep."
within about five or ten minutes.

Sleep followed
I have a general

outline for prayer wnich is used with variations upon
circwnstances.

It has three main petitiQns, first that

God will bless the doctor and help him to do his best,
second, that God sball help the patient determine to get
better, for our own mental Attitude means much in our
recovery, FIno thir.d that some of the nOYier 'which Jesus
gi ves to us . ." Den he sa:is "And greater works than the se
shall ye do because I go to th.e B~atherll shall come, and,
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in a supernatural way aid in the recovery of the patient.
At other times I use a prayer Wilich asks for such a peace
as Jesus possessed when he seys in John 14:27 my peace
I give unto you lt a peace as the Psalmist refers to when
he says "Underneath e.re the everlasting arms, It and as
the poet has in mind when he writes
"Rocked in the cradle of the deep
I lay me down in peace to sleep."
and as Ralph Weldo Tr:l.ne has in mind when he uses for the
title of hls outstp.nr'l:ing book tbe.se words "In 'rune With
'rne Infin:tte."
This proceedure conta:ins much which is not in
agreement with some current psychology and theology.
But it has caused my sick visitation to be helpful, as
I have been told repeatedly.

It has casued my sick call

ing to change from being a detested part ·of my work be
cause it seemed so purposeless, into ane of the most
interest ing types ·of calling used by the pastor of an
active church.
This last chapter may be called a practical con
clusion as far as that is possible because of the contro
versies,of tbe limited amount of knowledge, and of other
difficulties to which we have rAferred.

XXXVI
It is ev:tdent by this time that
conclusion to this study is difficult.

fl.

summary or a
While religious

and mental healing dates back almost to the

lim~ts

of
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history in some of its aspects, any effort to connect
it with a scientific basis dates back only a few years
to some incidental experiments on the part of psycholo
gists as Willian James or Morton Prisiu previous to
that.

Now suddenly there is a large and growing interest

because of Christian Science, the Emmanuel Movement and
other causes.
Those interested are somet:h'18S Bt varience in
their theories

Bred

nr8cttce with the blttArest en1"11osity
1

as Christi8n Science and the Medical frofession.

At

other times investigators differ greatly tho on friendly
terms.
Modernism and fundamentalism unfortunately carry
their widely differing interpretations Bf the power and
value of prayer into this field.

The question of the

value of the practice 01' mysticism and the reality of
its experiences also enters.

Professional jealousy be

tween doctors and laymen has its effect in the field we
are investigating.

The whole battle of the psychologists

which ranges around Freud and alsa around those who are
concerning the nature of mind and of soul also must be
considered..

Reliable

~ma

sU!'lpos8dly competent au thori ties

completely Clisagr88, for instance in the reality and
possiblity of demon possession Bnd on the
mind and of prayer on organic disease.

1.

~rfect

of the

For instance

Mental healer, a Competitor of i l e l per ?1l Louis J. Lewis
Medical Economics March 1931 p. 71 f
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John Wesley in hls Journal
instantAneously

cu~~d

t~lls

h!s own

how b:'T pr2yer he

~eR~8che

8n~

the lame

1

ness of his horse.

In contrast to this we have the

already mentioned statement of ur. Sadler to the erfect
that while he believes God can cure organic disease he
has never seen this done.

And then too we have the be

lief of the group Which hold that prayer hRS only a
subjective value, and no objective value bhatever.
Several conclusions can be obtained however:
1.

There is a growing demand for the practice

of mental and religious healing and many are being helped.

2.

Every minister should have a knowledge

of this sUbject and be able to practice certain phases
of this as enumerated below.
3.
time nor

The average

fRcillt~es

minjst~r

does not have the

to fenl with a very large Der cent

of sufferers from psycho-neuroses.

He should know enough

about mental healing to recognize that

the~

need a psy

chiatrist and not a medical doctor and direct them accord
ingly.
4.

The average minister should see that sex

perverts are more than just sinners loving their Sine
That they are victims of mental aberrations and need
treatment as well as prayer.

This is one of the main

contributions in the new book "'Psychiatry and Mental
1.

Quoted in Body and Mind and Spirit

p. 348
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I

Henlth" by Dr. Bethbone Olivc1".
5.

Th~

minlster Cfin mr:tke much use .·of' a

knowledGe of sUGgestion by quieting those overcome
by grief, and by creating a calm and then victorious
fr~e

of mind in those who are sick or overcome by

disappointment.

6.

Prayer has an

inf~uence

subjective for

sure, and objective too, as those believe who accept
certain phenomena not accepted by the humanist group.

7.

An atmosphere of victory and joy and

a knowledge of how to cree.te and maintain this atmos
phere can be left in every sick room by the pastor
making routine calls.

8.

ProtestAnt

DVY Yl'iC:Y'A ?:-tention ro the

church~s

in DRrticuler must

1-,3~nlin.F D('1:VC;Y'

of reli/Ziou.

This Cr::J.D be done by te0ching concerning the subjective
and objective power of' prayer and also by teaching that
religious major emphasis is positive not -prohibitive and
that its major virtues are not negative virtues but posi
tive including those of being calm, even tempered, trust
ful of God as a God of love, practicing an inner peace,
knowing the meaning of jay as Paul urges it

~d

practising

this, and of living positively and victoriously.

9.

Results seem to indicate that
(a)

drug

a(~dicts,

Neurotic patients, alcholic patients,

and the like are benefitted by spiritual

thera.py.
1.

Puhlished 1932 by Chprles

~crihners

Sons New York
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(b)

The morale and comfort of a

patient with organic disease may be improved while the
disease continues to run its course.
(c)

Outside forces enter in at times

subject to the general rules prevailing concerned answeBed
and unanswered prfryers.

Definite results are here hard

to chart because of prejudices of observers, and diffi
culty of diagnosis as to whether the disease cured had
been really organic or merely some psychoneurosis.

10.

Much controlled experimentation is yet

necessary to place this matter on the basis :of a science
or definite system

o~

practice.

It must be nemeniliered

that it hps been shnwn possihle to
to

80

co~tr01

te2C~

the notient

his attention thRt he is rhle lQreely to

ignore his symptoms.

110

Furtl~r

study should deal with the

followinG problems.
(a)

What common essentials do these

pr3ctlces or methods have?
(b)

Can these common practices be given

a form and proceedure adapted to scientific 'use?
(c)

What are the benefits, limitations,

and dangers .;of the common features of these methods as
established by a ce.refu.l tryout under controlled con<H
tions by cooperation physiciens and clergymen?
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